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Racing The Big Skies Of Dalby

Aerial view of the gliders and tugs on the ground
Photo: Michael Zupanc (Peak Pictures)

Curt Warren on tow (inset) and after take off
Photos: Lester Baird (LettuceCaptureU Photography)

For years, I’ve been hearing great things about the annual Dalby
Big Air competition, but the timing of it had never worked out
with my schedule. This year, I finally managed to make it and
get a good taste of what the rave is all about.
by Paris Williams

I

share with you some of my impressions of the flying
at Dalby, and, for those interested in mastering the
art of XC flying and racing, offer the perspective
and inner mental workings of a seasoned comp pilot
completing an event.
The comp was scheduled to begin on Sunday, 10
April. Hoping to get at least one practice day in before
it started, I arrived in the late afternoon of Friday the
8th. Eager to get a general sense of the conditions, I
quickly prepared my gear and managed to get a tow up
at about 5pm. I wasn’t expecting to find much lift at

such a late hour, but I was in for a very pleasant surprise.
Hitting a broad patch of lift on tow, I pinned off at about
1000ft and after a bit of searching, found a beautifully
smooth, fat core that beamed me all the way to a nice
high cloudbase at 600ft/min – all the way up to about
7500ft at this late hour! Then another, and another...
I spent the next couple of hours taking great pleasure
in racing around the area from one smooth, powerful
thermal to another, pleasantly surprised by how little
their strengths diminished as sunset approached. I soon
learned that this was just a typical day at Dalby.

Adding even more to the experience, this was my
first flight on this particular Litespeed RX3.5, which
Vicki Moyes had kindly loaned to me for the meet,
and it handled perfectly. In October last year, I had
made the difficult decision to transition from Aeros to
Moyes, after flying for Aeros since about 2003. Aeros
had always treated me very well and I enjoyed their
gliders, but as a permanent resident of ‘Downunder’ now
(New Zealand), and after hearing great things for years
about the Litespeeds and Moyes service, I decided to
make the transition.

In earlier years, I found that transition from one make
of comp glider to another typically needed about 20
hours of airtime to feel completely in tune with the new
glider, but after making this transition, I felt completely
‘wired in’ in half the time, even after a 18-month period
of almost no flying. I found the handling and landing
characteristics extremely user-friendly – the most
forgiving high performance glider I’d ever flown – and I
imagine even a solid intermediate pilot would have little
difficulty flying this glider.
So, on this late Friday afternoon, I relished the
pleasure of spiralling to base after base above the
Aussie outback on fat, juicy thermals with a delightful
glider dancing beneath my fingers – I found myself
looking forward to the week with great anticipation.
Bruce Crerar, meet organiser and tug pilot
Photo: Lester Baird (LettuceCaptureU Photography)

Task One – 101km Triangle

Scorer and tug pilot, William Olive (back), with task
committee member and competitor Nick Purcell (front)
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Comp Director, Annie Crerar

Curt Warren prepares for the day
Photos: Lester Baird (LettuceCaptureU Photography)
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The final tally of pilots going into Day One was 54 in Open
Class (those with the most experience and typically
flying topless gliders) and five pilots competing in the
Sport Class (everyone else). Not surprisingly, considering
our location, Moyes gliders made up most of the field,
with only 11 pilots in Open Class flying others (five Wills
Wing, two Airborne, two Aeros, and two Icaro).
More pilots registered than had been originally
planned for, but fortunately, the meet organisers (Annie
and Bruce Crerar) managed to locate enough tugs to pull
it off. Yet, although they had seven tugs, they could only
find six tug pilots. Jonny Durand Jr. came to the rescue
as the 7th tug pilot, meaning he’d first assist in towing
up the field, and then jump into his hang glider and be
the last comp pilot to launch every day – a tremendous
July | August 2016

Launch crew extraordinaire and owner of Canungra
Sky Sports, Lisa Bradley on the four-wheeler,

Photo: Michael Zupanc (Peak Pictures)
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All alone and in front of most of the field now going
into the final leg, I could see what looked like only three
pilots a few kilometres ahead of me now, all from an
earlier start time. I saw a nice looking cloud street
heading towards goal, but about five to seven k’s left of
the course line. Given that the course line itself looked
blue, and this cloud street still looked relatively active,
I decided to take it. It delivered a very lifty line most
of the way to goal, allowing me to begin my final glide
without needing to make any further circles from 25km
out. Konrad Heillman was first into goal, arriving about
six minutes ahead of me, with Gavin Myers and Guy
Hubbard also just in front of me. Since they had taken
a 15-minute earlier start, my time was significantly
faster, enough to put me in first place for the day. Curt
arrived about eight minutes later, third for the day.

Jonny Durand Jr. in the Dragonfly
towing up Paris Williams in the hang glider
Photos: Lester Baird (LettuceCaptureU Photography)

Len Patton on tow

sacrifice for all our benefit and we were all very grateful.
On the first day, launch order was determined by
a random drawing. Alas, I drew second last. Since we
weren’t sure how long launching all of us would take
and given that the task committee had set the last start
gate relatively early, I was initially concerned I might
not even make the last start gate and therefore get
heavily penalised on day 1 – not a great way to begin a
comp. Panicking a bit, I managed to persuade the task
committee to extend the start gates, but my concern
was all for naught. The tug pilots were highly skilled,
conditions were great and it only took about 75 minutes
to get the entire field airborne.
So on this first day, with myself launching second
last before Jonny, the two of us missed the first two
start gates but made the third. My estimate is that few

Goal on the 210km day with wonderful cloud streets in the sky
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pilots took the first gate, about a third of the field took
the second, about half the field took the third (including
Jonny and I) and the remainder took the fourth. The
task was a 101km triangle with very light winds. There
were a few cumulus clouds in the distance, but the first
leg was entirely blue. Our start gaggle (about 25 to 30
pilots) fanned out, with Jonny and a few others going far
left while I initially stayed to the far right. It turns out
that Jonny and the others on the left got drilled quite
badly (i.e., hit a long sinky line), had to make a series of
low scratchy saves and were never able to make this up,
coming into goal relatively late.
Some say that XC hang gliding comps are like
‘three-dimensional chess with dice’ – in other words,
significant strategy is played out on multiple levels, but
always with an element of luck. This was one of those
times where luck played a major factor. As we began our
glide on the first leg of the task, the sky was blue with
few indicators of lift or sink and those on the left of this
initial glide, including Jonny, happened to get a terrible
line. In spite of Jonny’s great skill and experience, this
bit of bad luck hurt his score quite badly and he was
not able to make it up for the remainder of the comp (of
course, towing all of us up and then launching last every
day didn’t help either).

On this first blue leg, being relatively high, I went into
top gear, skipping all but the strongest lift and managed
to pull off a solo breakaway from the remainder of the
pack I had originally started with (or so I thought). The
second leg was getting a bit more interesting, with
clouds and markers (other gliders ahead) giving more
information about conditions, but the thermals were a
bit more broken up and ‘bubbly’ and I made the best time
by climbing only 500 to 1000ft in each thermal, then
gliding to the next bubble as soon as one weakened.
Halfway along this second leg, I met up with Curt
Warren, who had taken the same start gate but had
somehow gotten ahead of me without my noticing –
this is one of Curt’s great talents. I was happy to see
him, thinking we would be able to fly faster together
and improve our chances of catching the fastest pilots
from the previous starts, but as we approached the
second waypoint, I wandered off course a bit, following
a compelling ‘lift string’ (a term I give to very thin lines
of lifting air that I’ve found to be surprisingly common,
though often difficult to sense and follow, and often
lead to strong thermals). Sure enough, my lift string
delivered its reward and propelled me beyond Curt
and the bulk of the pilots from earlier start gates as I
rounded the second waypoint.
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Task 2 – 81km, Three TPs,
With Goal Away From Home

The sky was forecast to overdevelop by early afternoon
with a high probability of thunderstorms and that’s
exactly what happened. The task was a kind of zig-zag,
the task committee did their best to take us away
from the worst of the overdevelopment. The conditions
remained safe enough to get all of us launched and on
course, but by the time most of the field was about
halfway through the course, strong cloud-suck and/or
rain formed along several portions of the course and the
task was stopped. In spite of the task being stopped
about an hour after the first pilots started, with the
leaders only about halfway around the course, the day
was scored as almost completely valid (916 points for
the winner, Rohan Taylor), which was very surprising,
considering how far beneath the nominal parameters
we were able to achieve (a fully valid day required us
to fly for at least 90 minutes with at least a certain
percentage of us in goal).
On this day, I was in a good position just after the
first waypoint, near the top of the lead gaggle, but since
the gaggle was quite dense (an Achilles heel of mine is
a tendency to run away from dense gaggles), I took a
risk and pressed ahead alone despite the fact that the
thermal was still quite strong. Unfortunately, I ran into
a long stretch of strong sink and was forced to stop in
light lift down low, while much of the field passed high
over my head halfway between the first and second
waypoint. Now I had so many markers ahead of me, I
shifted into high gear and managed to quickly work
my way back to the front by the time I reached midway
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Billy McLeod’s low wingover off tow after a dust devil
Photo: Michael Zupanc (Peak Pictures)

between the second and third waypoints. At this point
I received the message that the day had been stopped.
It turns out that the day had formally stopped about
30 minutes earlier, at which point I was near the second
waypoint and still behind much of the field, making me
22nd for the day. My saving grace was that since the
field was still so close together at that point (we were
all given a calculated 10:1 glide to the ground from our
altitude and position when the task was stopped), my
score was only 90 points below that of the winner (829
vs 916), so didn’t cost me too badly – I managed to hang
onto first place overall.

Task 3 – 210km Dogleg

A very windy day, just shy of being too strong to fly a
safe task (with a 15 to 20kt average boundary layer
wind). Considering how difficult it would be to remain
within the start circle after releasing from tow, the
task committee called for an open start time, meaning
we could cross the start cylinder any time and our race
time would simply be our total elapsed time from start
cylinder to goal cylinder.
After a low weak link break, I re-launched and ended
up one of the last to launch and therefore one of the last
to start. In order to set us up to fly through a narrow gap
of an otherwise fairly dense forest, the initial task leg of
the dogleg (35km) was significantly crosswind and the
second leg (175 km) was nearly directly downwind – a
less than ideal situation of making the first leg the most
difficult one. However, most of the field was up to the
task, only about a dozen pilots didn’t make it around
the TP and 21 pilots completed the entire 210km task.
Having started so late, I flew the first leg mostly
alone, with some slower pilots assisting by marking

the conditions ahead. I managed to catch up with John
Smith (who started eight minutes before me) near
the first waypoint. Actually, John was charging very
hard (not unusual for him) and remained about a half
a thermal ahead of me until about the 100km point.
From the first TP until this 100km point, the cloud
streets became increasingly coherent and active, and a
small gaggle gathered, consisting of a handful of pilots
sharing a similar strategy in their selection of clouds and
cloud streets, including John Smith, Nick Purcell, Gavin
Myers, Tyler Borradaile and myself. We worked very well
together for most of the remainder of the task. The day
turned into one of those epic days with long active cloud
streets allowing us to dolphin fly (simply slowing down
in lift and speeding up in sink without having to circle) at
relatively high speeds for many kilometres at a stretch.
On one particular stretch, we blasted right through a
number of over 1000ft/min thermals and maintained an
average airspeed of about 90 to 100km/h for about 25
to 30km. This was racing at its finest!
With about 50km remaining in the task, the
clouds became increasingly sparse and less active, and
understandably members of my small gaggle began
to become more conservative while I pressed on a bit
more aggressively. My approach paid off and I ended
up in what I thought to be my final thermal before
final, about 1200ft higher than the rest of the group.
At about 8000ft AGL, just as I hit cloudbase and about
23km from goal, my vario said I had the glide, but just
barely (assuming I didn’t hit much sink). With the sky
completely blue between this last cloud and goal, I
headed out on final glide at a conservative speed. My line
didn’t work out so well and I did stop for a few minutes in
a weak (200ft/min) climb at about 1000ft AGL in order

Photo: Tyler Borradaile
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I was the first of the second-start group to make it
in, but about a dozen of the first-start pilots had already
made it. Turns out that Curt was first in and the fastest,
beating my time (which was the next fastest time) by
about 10 minutes and maximising his ‘early bird’ points
(maximum arrival and leading points) – he pretty well
slaughtered the rest of us. I came in fourth for the day
and 204 points behind Curt.

Day 5 – 81km Triangle,
The Last Day!

Paris on tow
Photo: Lester Baird (LettuceCaptureU Photography)

to make it in. The others from my group must have had
a slightly better glide, with John Smith, Gavin and Tyler
coming into goal only a few seconds behind me. Curt
was 11 minutes ahead of us in goal, but had started 32
minutes before me, so was quite a bit slower than us,
taking seventh place for the day – he certainly deserves
credit for doing so well almost completely on his own.
Guy Hubbard was second in goal, about five minutes
before me, but 15 minutes slower. I took first place for
the day, putting me into a relatively comfortable lead
overall (230 points above second place).

Task 4 – 120km, Two TPs Plus
Goal, But Essentially A Dogleg

Another relatively windy day with 12 to 16kt average
boundary layer wind, not allowing us to come back home,
hence another dogleg following a similar course to the
previous day (doglegging us through the narrow point of
the forest and then down the main highway on the other
side), but the task committee called it significantly
shorter due to more crosswind conditions and weaker
anticipated lift.
About half of the field took the 12:15pm start and
the other half took the 12:30pm start, with the top 10
pilots in the comp divided fairly evenly between the two
starts (with Curt Warren, Len Patton, John Smith, Guy
Hubbard and Gavin Myers in the first start, and Jonny
Durand, Nick Purcell, Vic Hare, Tyler Borradaile and myself
taking the second). Given the relatively weak conditions
at 12:15pm, I counted on the later start buying me
slightly stronger conditions, and the hope that the early
starters would be slow initially and relatively easy to
catch. Boy, was I wrong!
My group (the 12:30ers) had quite a bad start, losing
our lift a few minutes before our start gate, making us
relatively low across the start cylinder, then out of sync
with the first set of clouds (it appears that the first
gate starters had timed these clouds much better). Rod
Flockhart ‘Flocky’ was with us, and being unhappy with
his overall comp position, was willing to charge hard,
pulling the rest of us along a bit faster than we probably
would have gone otherwise. As we rounded the TP, I
detected one of those magic ‘lift strings’ and decided to
meander a bit off of course to follow it. Lo and behold,
6
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it led me right into a very tight but powerful 800ft/min
thermal. Unfortunately, the other members of my group
came beneath me but didn’t find this tight little core
and fell behind.
So I ended up in the precarious position of being
alone in front of my group just as we headed across 10
to 15km of dense forest with blue sky ahead. To make
matters worse, a thick band of high cirrus was heavily
shading the ground just beyond the forest. I adjusted
my ‘risk factor’ accordingly, slowed down, willing to stop
for weaker lift. I caught up with two of the early-start
pilots, but they were flying more conservatively than
I was willing to, and spotting some indicators of lift
ahead (some relatively sunnier or less shaded spots
on the ground within a few k’s and other early-start
pilots circling in the distance), I pressed on alone. On
one hand, I could now see just how far ahead some of
the early-start pilots were and realised I had better
keep up my speed to avoid getting completely crushed
in the scoring; on the other hand, it was clear that the
strengths and tops of the thermals had diminished
substantially now I had fully entered the cirrus shade.
Given this dilemma, the optimum speed to fly was
to stop for anything stronger than about 300ft/min,
assuming I didn’t get so low that I had to shift into
‘survival mode’ and stop for anything.
As I approached the final TP (21km upwind of goal),
I was getting fairly low, having come through a long line
without hitting any significant lift and arriving at the
waypoint at only about 1000ft AGL. I found about 15
pilots scattered about the area, working very light lift
mostly about two kilometres downwind of course line.
Given how low I was, I considered joining them in spite
of their less than ideal position, but instead decided to
take a chance and continue to glide on course towards
a relatively sunny spot. I hit something very light here
– only about 100ft/min – but since I was down to only
about 750ft AGL, I was in full survival mode and happily
took it. After gaining little altitude over the next five
minutes, I spotted a wedge-tailed eagle gliding along
what looked like a decent lift string and decided to
follow her. We soon hit a lovely 500ft/min thermal. I only
needed to gain about 1500ft to make it into goal – three
minutes later, I had attained it and raced on in.

After Curt’s strong performance the previous day, he
had shot up into second place overall and we found
ourselves going into the final day with only about 170
points between us. Ordinarily, this would have been a
relatively comfortable lead, but I know Curt’s ability and
willingness to charge very hard, ‘all or nothing’ taking big
risks that sometimes pay off very well. I was torn about
my strategy. Do I try to fly with him, but risk both of us
decking it (landing short of goal) if he charges too hard?
Or do I just do my own thing and do my best to fly smart,
relatively fast without taking excessive risks? In the
end, feeling relatively satisfied about my start position
just before the first start gate close to cloudbase with
a group of competent pilots nearby (and having lost
sight of Curt), I decided to take the latter choice – do
my own thing and fly with a risk factor of about three
on a scale of five.
The 81km triangle task had relatively light winds
and a forecast of overdevelopment and very heavy
shading over nearly the entire area (which began even
before we started). Nearly all the top 10 pilots took
the first start (including Curt and I); however, we began
as two fairly well separated gaggles. My gaggle had a
terrible first glide, directly into fairly dense shade and
plummeting all the way from cloudbase (about 6000ft
AGL) to 1200ft AGL before hitting anything worth
turning in. Even at this point, we only hit about 200ft/
min. I decided it would be too risky to keep pressing on.
Guy Hubbard (third overall at this point) was right beside
me and decided to continue gliding – a brave move that
unfortunately didn’t work out well for him as he glided
all the way to the ground.
Struggling to survive in this weak lift with the other
pilots who had started with me, it was quite painful to
watch more than half the field (clearly the other start
gaggle) glide high over our heads towards what looked
like decent lift near the first TP, for which I was not high
enough to head for. I was pretty sure I saw Curt in that
lead group and felt a twinge of concern about losing the
meet. Then I made the effort to let it go from my mind
and focus on the task at hand. I began to ‘stair step’ my
way back up to cloudbase – staying in light lift until I
felt just high enough to continue gliding along course
until meeting something a bit stronger, then staying
there again until high enough to go for the next gamble
of making it to something stronger yet. This worked out
well and by the time I reached the second TP (only 22km
from goal), I had caught up with the leaders (including
Jason Kath and Len Patton, with Curt slightly in front of
us but a fair bit lower).
Jason, Len and I hit a decent thermal just past this
last waypoint, taking us up at a solid 400 to 500ft/min.
Taking in the stretch of sky between my current position
July | August 2016

Sport Class winner, Scott Ireland

and goal, I saw what looked like a dying cloud street
leading directly to goal and one clearly active cloud about
two kilometres to the right of the direct line to goal.
In other words, I thought final glide looked relatively
lifty, so as soon as my instrument showed that I could
make it, I left for final. Jason had the same idea, while
the others held back to play it safer and climb higher.
Jason glided straight on course line beneath the cloud
street that went all the way to goal, but which looked to
me as though it had little life left in it. I initially headed
right off course line, towards the more active looking
cloud; but with my sometimes overly competitive streak
nagging at me, I found myself concerned that Jason
would be able to glide straight to goal without having
to make any additional circles (which seemed likely),
whereas the path I was taking was significantly longer.
My competitive streak won out and I decided to join
Jason on the more direct but somewhat riskier glide,
with the hope of beating him in and winning the day (in
fact, this gamble was actually pretty silly and could have
easily cost me the meet). Unfortunately, the street was
even more dead than anticipated. We hit a long stretch
of sink and were forced to stop about five k’s from goal
at about 700ft AGL in very light lift (zero to 100ft/min).
As we desperately worked this scrappy lift, I looked
up and saw Len, Curt, John Smith and a few others
approaching, probably high enough to make goal. There
was a moment I was tempted to leave the lift and press
on (I noticed a bit more sunlight that way) with the hope
of still winning the day. I quickly recognised how easily
that choice could take me from ‘hero to zero’, blowing
the whole comp just to win one more day. I wisely stayed
with the lift I had as this handful of pilots sailed past me
to goal. Unfortunately, Jason wasn’t able to hang onto
the weak lift and ended up landing, which inspired me to
focus all I could. I managed to gain the altitude I needed
and made it in about six minutes after Len, who won the
day. I came seventh for the day and managed to maintain
my overall lead in the comp and won!

Final Reflections

This year wasn’t the best year at Dalby (flying only
four and a half of seven days, whereas they flew
July | August 2016

Women’s winner, Tascha Lawry

all seven days last year), but I still had a great
time and thoroughly enjoyed the conditions. They
reminded me a lot of the conditions of my old stomping
grounds – Florida and Texas – and I’m really pleased I
found this place so accessible now that the U.S. are
further. I also really appreciated the professionalism
and hospitality of the organisers (Annie and Bruce
Crerar), the scorekeeper (William ‘Billo’ Olive) and the
other assistants and tug pilots.
I’m also very grateful to Vicki Cain and the Moyes
team for their excellent support and am truly delighting
in flying the Litespeed RX. I was pleased with my
performance at Dalby and the glider’s light, wellcoordinated handling and confident landings. The thing
that really says it all is how good my body felt after the
comp. I have had a longstanding problem with my rotator
cuff muscles, with multiple injuries over my lifetime,
and had resigned myself that they’re going to hurt
(sometimes a lot) during and after a comp. This is the
first time I recall myself standing on the ground after
landing on the last day of a comp without experiencing
the slightest tenderness in either shoulder. Thanks for
that, Moyes!
Finally, I often feel conflicted about the idea of
competition, on one hand I enjoy that competitions
push me to my limits, but on the other hand, I feel
uncomfortable with there having to be ‘winners’ and
‘losers’ (I’ve had my share
of both). Yet what I really
appreciate about XC hang
gliding, as compared to
most other kinds of
competitions, is that
even though technically
we’re all competing
against each other, in
reality we actually excel
when we’re willing to
partner up with others
and work cooperatively
with whomever you
happen to be flying with.
I really enjoy the sense

Top three in Open Class: 1st Paris Williams (centre),
2nd Curt Warren (right), 3rd Len Patton (left)
Photos: Lester Baird (LettuceCaptureU Photography)

of companionship in the sport, working together with
others towards a common goal. Even if I don’t do as well
as I’d like on a given day or comp, there are few things in
life I enjoy more than racing through thermal-filled skies
over beautiful terrain with my mates.

Open Class

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Paris Williams
Curt Warren
Len Paton
Gavin Myers
John Smith
Jonny Durand
Vic Hare
Rohan Taylor
Josh Woods
Tyler Borradaile

Sport Class

Results:
NZL
AUS
AUS
AUS
NZL
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
CAN

1 Scott Ireland
AUS
2 Noel Collins
IRL
3 Richard Hughes AUS

Moyes RX 3.5
Moyes RX 4
Moyes RX 4
Moyes RX 5
Moyes RS 4
Moyes RX 3.5
Wills Wing T2C
Moyes RS 4
Moyes RX 3.5
Wills Wing T2C

4503
4403
4257
4219
4201
3862
3826
3765
3733
3659

Wills Wing U2
Airborne Sting III
Airborne Sting III

3046
2215
1141

For complete scores go to [www.williamolive.com].
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Kate’s Epic Journey
Into Paragliding

Enjoying the late afternoon smooth air

My friends may chuckle at the word ‘epic’ in the
title, since my husband Rory and I have been
labelled ‘Team Epic’ amongst our paragliding
mates. To us every day we get to paraglide is
epic, regardless of whether it is a two hour XC
or a five minute sleddie from launch to bomb out.
We love paragliding so much, we describe every
experience as ‘epic’, hence the title…

I

8
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Second flight on my new Niviuk Artik 4

myself a stern talking to, I decided that I would give it
a red hot go.
After getting somewhat comfortable with the Artik,
I soon decided I was in love with it and had made the right
choice. Compared to my EN-B wing it is so responsive,
seems to sniff out thermals and gives great feedback
with a refreshing speed on glide. The afternoon was
full of beautiful smooth climbs and I found myself doing
a decent sized triangle. I landed back at the farm right

Photo: Tex Bec

on sunset, having completed a 60km FAI triangle, a new
PB. Everyone had a great day and it was celebrations all
around at camp that night.
The next day brought SW winds and tricky
conditions. My first thermal off tow was a solid
3.5m/sec climb, but rough as guts and I had multiple
small collapses. Tex Bec got on the radio with, “Looks
like Kate is in a good climb but a pretty rough one.”
I get back to him, “Great climb, but shit just got real on

by Kate Baker

Team Epic – Rory and Kate

learnt how to paraglide in August 2015 with Lisa
Bradley in Canungra, Queensland. I decided to
learn because I was sick of watching Rory have
such a wonderful time every weekend in the sky, while I
was on the ground looking up or doing retrieve driving.
At first I did it to join him, but I very quickly realised
that this was going to be a real passion for me. For the
last eight months I have flown as much as I can. I have
soaked up every piece of information, asked thousands
of questions, read books and travelled to paragliding
destinations with Rory as much as possible.
Places we have visited and flown include New
Zealand, Bright, Manilla, Killarney, Dalby and Rainbow
Beach. One thing we found at all of these places is that
the paragliding community is a truly special one. People
are friendly and helpful and everyone seems to enjoy
flying and socialising together.
This is no different at our home club, Canungra HG
Club. Since being licensed, Rory and I have experienced
nothing but friendly people who want to help us and
see us achieve our goals in the sport – no matter what
these might be. I look forward to each weekend of flying

fly. It was weird since I love flying and usually can’t wait
to be in the air. I was a combination of self-doubt with
all that was going on and the fact I had never yet had
a hugely successful flight from Tambo. I told myself to
snap out of it and just enjoy the flight. I launched and
after the slowest climb to 1200m ever I ventured off.
After playing around the local ridges, I decided to head
towards Beaudesert for my first time and made it. Wow,
a new PB of 31km for me, it certainly helped wash away
some of that fear and self-doubt.
Two weeks later, I was hooked up to the back of a
quad bike in the black soils of the Dalby flatlands with
my beautiful new Niviuk Artik 4 spread out in the dirt
behind me for the first time. I was so nervous, my mouth
was dry. Picture the scene: My first time ever on an EN-C
wing, first time ever hooked into it, first time in the
flatlands of Dalby and first time being towed behind a
quad bike. All I could think was, “Holy shit, I must be
crazy, first time on this wing and I have no idea how
it inflates or flies and I am about to forward launch it
on tow, what am I doing?” My inflation and tow wasn’t
perfect, but I certainly survived it. Poor Shane showed
dedication to his pilots by driving off the tow strip
when it ended and into the next paddock, which had
him bouncing up and down on the quad bike, just to tow
me into a thermal. I released and was off on my maiden
Artik 4 flight. It was mid-afternoon and Shane set me
the task of remaining in the area, but staying in the air
until sunset. I looked at my watch, it was 2pm, and said
to myself, ‘Yeah right, Shane, sunset is four hours away,
as if…’, but I can be quite determined and after giving

with all of our flying buddies – they are what makes the
experience so special.
Once I started flying, I soon realised it as an
obsession. My thoughts are so consumed with all things
paragliding that I regularly dream about it. As I am sure
most paragliders will admit, I often find myself staring
up at the sky, analysing the clouds and conditions and
wishing I was up there. I’ll also admit that I regularly
talk to my wing while flying, thank goodness no one
can hear me.
After getting my licence, I used a wing that was very
kindly leant to me while I waited for my own to arrive, an
EN-B Gradient Golden 4 with custom colours. I love this
wing and still have it, I can’t let it go. While progressing
from sleddies to ridge-soaring, thermalling and finally
XC, the wing made me feel safe while allowing me to
progress with my flying. However, I started to burn for
more feedback and more responsiveness from the wing
while flying, so began considering my next option.
I did a lot of research and asked lots of questions of
experienced pilots I respect and who know how I fly. I
was leaning towards an EN-C wing as I felt ready within
myself. Having only been licensed for around six months

at the time, I got mixed reactions from others, but in
the end, those who knew my flying best agreed that I
was ready if I felt ready. I decided to do an SIV course
before changing my glider and this was my last deciding
factor. I loved it. I had a few heart-in-mouth moments,
as I’m sure most people do during their first SIV, but it
was just what I needed to feel confident in stepping up
to an EN-C wing.
The week after the SIV course I rang Shane Gingell
at SEQ Paragliding and asked him to order me a Niviuk
Artik 4. At this time Shane offered Rory and myself
sponsorship in his SEQ Paragliding Junior Development
Team – I couldn’t believe it, I was excited and humbled.
Two weeks out from getting my Artik 4 and during
my first weekend with Shane and the team, I was quite
nervous and had feelings of self-doubt. I hadn’t really
done any significant XC flights and I was starting to
wonder if I could live up to expectations (not that any
had been set, apart from in my own head) and if I had
made the right choice in buying an EN-C wing.
I took my Golden 4 out for a fly at Mt Tamborine. I
always get a hit of adrenaline and nerves before every
flight, but this day was particularly bad, I almost didn’t
July | August 2016
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Kate’s Epic Journey

Take off on the big day

this wing, am I paragliding or on a bull at a
rodeo?” I stuck with the climb and eventually
made it to base at around 1800m. While
I was glad to reach the top and get out of
there, I was also grateful for the experience
– it reminded me that I was flying a higher
class wing and needed to concentrate to fly
it well. The rest of the day was tricky but fun, a
great opportunity to learn about my new wing, how it
performed and how I had to tweak my flying compared
to the EN-B. I went a bit off course and made a few
directional errors and while my team mate Eduardo
sailed over the beautiful Bunya mountains, I ended up
bombing on the west side of them after 3.5 hours in
the sky and 78km XC (another PB). I was happy, but
knew I could have done better. Rory landed in an active
recreational firing range and was lucky not to be shot, so
I suppose it could have been worse.
That night we discussed our plans for the next day.
The wind direction looked favourable for a good flight

Photo: Tex Bec

out west and Rory and I were told about ‘The Graveyard’
– where many pilots bomb – and ‘The Tree Crossing’ –
where ‘The Cutting’ is the best option for crossing.
The day was slow to start. The cu’s deciding not to
get out of bed until around 11am when up we all went.
It was quite difficult to get away, however, it just got
better as the day went on and as we got further west.
While Eduardo headed off to ‘The Cutting’, I couldn’t
seem to push there and kept drifting further away from
it as I thermalled. The clouds looked good and I was
getting consistent climbs, so I decided to just go for it
and cross the widest part of the trees. Crazy, yes, but
it was an informed decision and I backed myself. The
crossing seemed to take forever and I was attacked by
an angry wedge-tailed eagle along the way, remaining
unscathed, thank goodness. I eventually made it and
floated to the north of our first waypoint.
From there things just seemed to improve – the
climbs got better and base lifted to as high as 3000m.
Shane and Tex were following us in the car and Shane was

A super bunch of pilot friends enjoying Killarney Easter weekend

giving great advice and encouragement along the way as
well as continually setting new location waypoints as
Eduardo and I kept flying. At one point, Shane told me I
was nearing 100km. I was so excited, the 100km mark
had seemed to be years away for me – I would have been
happy even if the day had switched off right there and I
had had to land, instead the day just got better…
A little while later Shane announced that I was only
10km from the 100 mile mark! I was at about 2800m
with a lovely tailwind and knew that one more glide
would get me there, but by now I just wanted to stay up
as long as possible and fly as far as I could – I was having
such a wonderful time up there.
My last 25km was flown under a beautiful cloud
street with lovely buoyant air and I could finally take
some photos, read a couple of messages from my
amazing flying buddies who were tracking my flight,
and sit back and enjoy the scenery. The sun was setting
as I came in to land, it was spectacular – I couldn’t wipe
the smile off my face and just kept thinking how magical

this sport is. I landed in a farmers paddock and he and his two grandsons came out to
greet me and help me pack up. They were such lovely people who just wanted to hear
how I got there. However, they told me I was lucky I hadn’t landed in that paddock
an hour earlier when their dogs were out and could have killed me (Eek!). Shane, Tex
and Eduardo were there to greet me and it was hugs all around. I had flown 184km
and set another PB. Eduardo had also had an epic day flying just over 170km. We
had some beers to celebrate, then set off for the three hour ride back to Dalby.
I was on a super high and so chuffed by all the positive messages I had received from
my mates. When we got back at 9:30pm, my beautiful husband had cooked dinner
for us all and the celebrations continued.
Winter is now here, so I know I may not get an opportunity to have another flight
like that for a while, but as I mentioned earlier, I just love flying and enjoying the
company of the people within the flying community. Every day I get to fly is a treasure
and I look forward to every flight on my Artik 4. It is very early days for me in terms
of paragliding and I still have a lot to learn, but I look forward to this and it is one of
the reasons why this sport is so wonderful – you never stop learning. I might even
try my hand at a few XC competitions, although the thought of my first one does
make me quite nervous.
I would not have experienced this journey if it wasn’t for a wonderful group of
people in my life and I would really like to take this opportunity to thank them. First
and foremost is Rory, without him I probably would have never tried paragliding. I
look forward to sharing flying with him, he is incredibly supportive and being in the
air together brings us so much joy. My mum, dad, sister and brother always support
me no matter what I do and this is no different. They always ask me how my flying is
going and patiently listen while I excitedly tell them my paragliding stories.
Lisa Bradley is the most patient and positive person I know, taught me to fly
and became a wonderful friend. Shane Gingell and the SEQ team have given me an
amazing opportunity to improve my skills and have experiences that I otherwise
would not have had. Dave Gibbs and the CHGC paragliding crew took me under their
wing, patiently answered all of my questions, helped me out with gear, encouraged
me to push myself and are an amazing bunch of people I look forward to flying with
at every opportunity. Niviuk have been very supportive and have shown a genuine
interest in my flying since I purchased the Artik 4. Finally, our dog-minder Sally
Gartside, thank you for your friendship and thank you for caring for our fur child while
we venture off on our paragliding holidays, it makes it so much easier knowing that
she is in such good hands.
Paragliding and the paragliding community are truly epic. To all the newbie pilots
and those considering learning to paraglide: Get out there, back yourself, soak up all
the information you can and, most importantly, enjoy every flight. I look forward to
many more years of experiences. I can honestly say that I am obsessed!

Final glide at sunset
Photo: Kate Baker
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Paragliding XC Development In WA
– An Opinion

Challenge Yourself

For those paragliding pilots with aspirations to fly far, WA
offers a host of opportunities. WA is sparse in terms of XC sites
and with the exeption of Bakewell, few potentially XC sites are
being currently exploited.
by Dave Snowden

T

here is, of course, still ample opportunity for
those with the prerequisite skills and capable of
organising back-up with retrieves or enjoying bush
living to explore and fly several far off remote sites.
Before venturing to far off outback land masses
and over unexplored territories, there is plenty of
opportunity to skill up on the days Bakewell comes good
and allows us the opportunity to fly, and fly far.
This little article is aims to specifically encourage
building solid XC skills for WA pilots who would like to
get a little more out of their XC flying. Written from
my personal perspective, and developed from several

seasons of flying WA and racking up some serious
kilometres and hours bounding around its skies. It is by
no means comprehensive and assumes an intermediate
PG skill set.
As a disclaimer, this information is given freely and
based entirely on my own observations. If you choose
to utilise any part of the information purveyed in this
article in any way, inferred or not, accurate or not, you
undertake are doing so at your own risk, considerations
and within the scope of your own skill set, true perceived
or otherwise directed. If that’s okay, do read on, but
don’t blame me if it doesn’t work for you.
I must say though, I do have an ulterior motive: I would
like to see more pilots enjoying the mildly competitive
spirit of XC and comp flying. Most will appreciate the
benefits of ‘community’ flying, and almost all benefit
from the banter and skills development from within our
little band of merry wedgie dodgers. We need each other
to help one other to the benefit of all. As a result, more
will be encouraged to take part in events and comps all
around Australia. From each season’s crop of developing
XC pilots, we will hopefully see a possey of comp pilots
coming through in the following seasons. The more, the
merrier is my motivation.
This chat is mainly about Bakewell although it’s
50/50 for a tow day. We’ll look at tow day routing
another time…

Hill Flying WA Style

What does it take to fly Bakewell? It comes down to
how the hill has to be flown. Near perfect XC conditions
would be southerly winds (ranging SSE to SSW at 8 to
1212 SKYSAILOR
SKYSAILOR

their climb directions. Best to get right into it before
initiating turns and gradually tighten the radius whilst
centering on top the core. Keep turning, same direction,
be smooth and search in circles. If you loose it early and
are not ready to leave, push forward of the hill again and
get another. It will come.
Otherwise Bakewell can be benign, smooth, glassy in
evenings and well ready to receive you into the air.
Avoid the ‘big air’ until you’re ready for it and pick
your flights carefully. When it’s easy, it’s bliss.
I want to focus on getting more folk to get a feel for
getting up and away from the hill, challenging comfort
zones slowly, aiming at getting XC ready for the season,
get introduced to bigger XC distances and durations,
then maybe try some zig zag tasking challenges with
turnpoints and optimising each day.
Do sign up to XContest.org and download your IGC
track there. Most instruments log tracks and files to IGC
or there are phone apps like Flyskyhigh, etc., which will
log your flight too. Then we can all take a look at what
you have achieved. Post your flights out from there to
our Facebook pages so we can have a gloat…

15kt, no more) increasing with altitude, day heating
from 12ºC overnight to a max 30ºC in the day, a high top
of lift at 3000m (but 2200m would be quite adequate),
giving climbs up to 6m en-route and distance between
thermals, no impending fronts, troughs or low inversions
and an abundance of closely packed thermic activity.
The sky will most likely be blue, with little cloud cover
– there’s very little moisture. In outback WA cu’s are a
pleasant bonus.
Watch your preferred weather app for general
directions and wind speeds, then study XC Skies closely,
followed by BOM, then the RASP. Use Facebook to find
out who’s seeing what and absorb the day’s conditions.
The activity will never be the same twice, but with
experience the trends for good days become apparent.
Then your skill set needs to match the conditions.
Bakewell can be unforgiving and feisty at times.
Recognise these conditions. On launch the thermic gusts
will be obvious, the cycles tight together and tailwinds
against the prevailing wind will be evident. Be cautious,
be canny. Don’t fly them unless you’re very capable of
dealing with an unruly wing and are good at origami.
If you do launch into that sort of air, fly out from
the hill to collect your fist climb, give yourself plenty of
ground separation and don’t play with your instruments,
etc, concentrate on your wing and flying that air, be
ready to turn into and claim that climb and learn the
thermal you are climbing in. Stay focused on the climb,
the surrounding terrain and wing control until you’re well
established in the first climb. Get up above 1000m and
lift will get easier, wider and more defined. Down low,
thermals can be small (wing width) and unfussy about
July | August 2016

I’ve devised a series of ‘challenges’. These don’t need
instruments per se, as all TPs are visual, but can be
done just to practice task set-ups and tracklog store/
uploads, etc.
First up is the Yallingup Coastal 16km Speed Run:
➲➲ Out and Return, challenging pilots to fly it quickly
while maintaining efficiency.
➲➲ Get used to utilising height for distance to achieve
speed in dynamic ridge lift.
➲➲ Do it under 30 minutes to hit good speed.
➲➲ Be very careful not to get low. Top landing is not an
option if you are below the cliff height.
➲➲ Be wary of approaching fronts. Pick your day of
consistent clean dynamic air and try to maintain
at least 50m above the cliff line. If you’re new to
it, do a bit of a run both ways first to check wind
directions, dynamic strengths and your convictions.
Its not always a go, but a really nice challenging run
on the day.
➲➲ Turnpoint details:
T01 33° 37.826’ S 115° 1.758’ E 25m SP, TP1
T02 33° 33.598’ S 115° 0.443’ E 19m TP2
T03 33° 37.826’ S 115° 1.758’ E 25m TP3, KB
[https://xcplanner.appspot.com/?l=au&p=dmglEata
%7DTkwL%7CgCjwL%7DgC&s=27.0&a=0]
➲➲ There are similar runs at Quinns, Horrocks, etc. I
suggest at least 5km in each direction. Measure
your average speeds vs obvious sink rates.
Next up, Bakewell – four triangles, 5km, 10km,
25km and 50km:
➲➲ Come XC season, in addition to the usual downwind
dash, and aiming to make XCs more speed efficient,
the idea is to have measured open speed sections.
Starting from a radius of 5km out from the hill to 50km,
100km, 200km, plus – on simple radii from launch.
The aim is to make pilots more XC speed aware, more
efficient and therefore utilising more of the day
for distance. Speed = Distance/Time. (I’ll probably
develop something similar to the speed radii for our
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Bruce and Dave climb Bakewell in a southwesterly

tow paddock, which can take in all directions, except
east, plus a couple of triangles for light wind days.)
➲➲ Once we’ve cracked directional TP flying and become
speed efficient, we can tackle the longer XC routes.
Maximising time in the air with speed and seeing
what comes out of the distances. Generally Bakewell
will yield XCs out in the direction of NNE round NW.
There are roads out there. You need a retrieve or a
bivi bag/hammock. As an example of what I think
is the best direction, our NNW is a massive five TP
run all the way past Cue (this one’s mine!). We need
the TPs to stay out of the boonies and it’s 512km to
Cue. Go a bit more on finals and you’re a champ. This
most definitely needs a 10-hour flying day in perfect
conditions – which realistically is very unlikely. So far
we’ve managed half that distance in 7.5 hours.
These routes are stored ‘tasks’ on XCPlanner, and
available to all (see below). They had some interest
already and pilots are downloading tracks to prove their
5km triangle, which is great.
I managed to bag the 50km triangle recently. To
get you all revved up and show it’s possible, have a
look at the tracklog and see how the thermals went,
knowing these triggers
could get you around
very quickly indeed.
That was a late (3pm)
launch and finished with
a sociable landing back
at Rod’s and a free beer
[www.xcontest.org/
australia/f lights/
detail:davesnowden/
16.10.2015/06:55].

Bakewell Standard Triangles

Here are details for four triangles of 5, 10, 25 and 50km
which are all do-able from Bakewell in light winds on
good thermic days. In general look for easy soaring
conditions with some good thermic activity.
I’ve specifically picked ground features so pilots can
do these on visuals and without a GPS. Keeping it easy,
local and retrievable.
These are also very suitable to set-up as tasks
on modern instruments. Bear in mind it’s usual to set
cylinders to TPs, however, we are using sectors here,
just fly beyond the given point. Simple.
Any of these can of course be completed clockwise
or anti-clockwise. Simply reverse swap over TO2 and 3.
Pilots may well nip round these courses several times in
a flight session. The URL opens XCPlanner for a visual.

Bakewell Mini Triangle (5km)

This should be okay any time the ridge is working, has
into wind pushes and for a breezy day. With good height
at the start (twice the height of the hill), give it a shot
(800m of height at 10:1 in buoyant air gets you 8km far
– this can be completed on a PG in one glide).
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➲➲ Turnpoint details:
T01 31° 51.148’ S 116° 45.656’ E 447m SP, TP1
Bakewell lower launch
T02 31° 58.649’ S 116° 48.489’′E 188m TP2
Gwambygine on Route 120
T03 31° 55.552’ S 116° 57.436’ E 218m TP3
Greenhills Pub
T04 31° 51.148’′S 116° 45.656’′E 447m KB
back to launch
➲➲ [https://xcplanner.appspot.com/?l=au&p=%7CdlaE%7
BzsgUhlWafHsaI_c%5CuiM%60je%40&s=25.0&a=0]

540km NW – The Big Smiler

➲➲ Turnpoint details:
T01 31° 51.148’ S 116° 45.656’ E 447m SP
Sector Bakewell Telecom Towers
T02 31° 51.734’ S 116° 46.475’ E 177m TP1
Sector T Junction Spencer Brooke/Race Course
T03 31° 50.899’ S 116° 46.684’ E 235m TP2
Sector Back of Lou’s House
T04 31° 51.146’ S 116° 45.653’ E 447m TP3, KB
Sector Bakewell Telecom Towers
➲➲ [https://xcplanner.appspot.com/?l=au&p=%7CdlaE%
7BzsgU~%7B%40itA%7DuAuTvXjjB&s=20.0&a=0]

at the turnpoints on the XCPlanner map. Near road
junctions, etc., but if you get low, be aware of urban
landing options. Not on the high street, please!
➲➲ Turnpoint details:
T01 31° 51.140’ S 116° 45.668’ E 448m
T02 31° 53.771’ S 116° 49.667’ E 260m
T03 31° 54.691’ S 116° 43.580’ E 303m
T04 31° 51.140’ S 116° 45.668’ E 448m
➲➲ [https://xcplanner.appspot.com/?l=au&p=bdlaEc%
7CsgU~pGq_Lz~A%60yR%7DpJmxE&s=15.0&a=0]

Bakewell Challenge Triangle (10km)

This one’s a cracker, two to three hours needed, good if
it’s late in the day and a long XC is not feasible.
Head straight out over town, keep going, picking
up every climb on the way into wind. Over the small
village of Gwambygine, look
for the road off to Greenhills,
stay high, climb over the pub
(or drop in for a beer… not).
Head back to the hill cross/
downwind.
You’ll only have to do half
the last leg to score a Yassen
triangle and 1.4 multiplier, but
you’ll probably scrabble back
to Bakewell or Lou’s paddock.
Go for it.

This one requires one or two ‘out there’ thermals, has
into wind and crosswind sections and will probably need
some top ups after bagging corners.
➲➲ Turnpoint details:
T01 31° 51.156’ S 116° 45.386’ E 358m SP
T02 31° 52.460’ S 116° 46.926’ E 201m TP1
T03 31° 50.758’ S 116° 47.426’ E 219m TP2
T04 31° 51.155’ S 116° 45.385’ E 358m TP3, KB
➲➲ [https://xcplanner.appspot.com/?l=au&p=velaEu~
rgUxfCk_DipDcs%40jh%40psE&s=10.0&a=0]

Bakewell York Circuit Triangle (25km)

If conditions are very good the 25km triangle will be
easily achievable in an hour or so, although many pilots
will instead opt for full on XC (a 50km plus day). Look
14
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Rod’s 50

➲➲ Turnpoint details:
T01 31° 51.156’′S 116° 45.386’ E 358m SP
T02 30° 29.766’ S 116° 55.499’′E 337m TP1
T03 29° 44.915’ S 117° 6.562’′E 376m TP2
T04 29° 12.070’ S 117° 31.977’ E 343m TP3
T05 27° 10.484’ S 118° 0.532’′E 447m KB
➲➲ [https://xcplanner.appspot.com/?l=au&p=velaEu~r
gUc%7DgGm%7C_%40__qCk_c%40k%7CiBmvqAc
xjKm%7D%7BA&s=50.0&a=0]
If you’re trying this one, you’d better already know
what you’re doing. Good references to download into TP
capable instruments and a line for us all to follow if we’re
going big one day.
Follow roads if you’re low, go straight, fast and hard
if up high. Always try to keep above 500m agl and pick
your thermal sources well in advance. To do this sort of
distance, you’ll be in a considerable tailwind, so take
advantage of the wind gradients and climb in the fastest
part of thermals midday, then milk out the heights as
the day goes on.
The bliss of long flights like these are in staying
aloft past 5pm when easy glassy conditions prevail for
a couple of hours of buoyant final 100km. It’s addictive,
you have been warned. You’ll achieve absolute expert
status and we’ll all bow before you.
However, such accolades would be very hard won. It
will need 30 to 40km/h upper wind on a strong thermic
day with 5+m/sec averages to 3000m plus and 10
hours minimum daylight/thermic conditions. A summer
solstice flight.
We might have to get past Cue now that the
Brazilians have broken the World Record again – head
for 540km. Make darn sure you’ve sorted a retrieve or
you’ll be there a day or two.
Meanwhile, Go High, Go Far, Go Safe – know and fly
within your limits, your metal will be tested, so no need
to push too hard, oh, and have fun!
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Stanny to the Gong

This is the story of the day I flew my paraglider from
Stanwell Park to Wollongong in 2014. I was by no-means
the first to make this flight, but I think a flight like this
remains something special, even for those who venture
south along the escarpment regularly.

Crossing from Bald Hill to Mt Mitchell

by Nick Roach

I

think we fly for adventure, and for a pilot with 30
hours experience this was a huge one! To those
who often fly the southern escarpment: I admire
you and hopefully will soon join your ranks.
I had flown around the hill for a couple of hours
earlier in the day. It was a sunny SE day and the wind was
backing as it tends to do. I toplanded for a break and had
a few conversations, a snack, then headed up to the top
launch. I had a brief conversation with an aquaintance –
lines in hand, before taking off: “I think I’ll try to cross
to Mitchells,” I said.
I have never before or since been able to cross that
gap. This day was the first and only time I’ve made it.
I’ve tried my luck many times, legs outstretched and
head back to minimise wind resistance, only to face the
crushing reality that again I don’t have enough height to
hook into the lift on the sloping east face of Mt Mitchell.
I recall the story of the trains having to be stopped
because a pilot really went for broke and ended up in the
powerlines. “No, no, no!” I literally yell as I go down to
land on the beach again, fuming with frustration…
But on this day the conditions stacked up nicely. I
flew north across Hell Hole and to the end of the ridge,
then turned back. Over the steep section at the southern
end of Hell Hole, I realised that I really had a lot of height
and I cruised all the way back to Bald Hill without losing
too much of it. I was at 430m and I went for it!
It felt like a miracle when my vario started beeping
on Mt Mitchell. I was low enough that I could see the
birds in the trees looking at me, but up I went, slowly at
first, then easily, like a rocket!
I was a bit worried about the possibility of rotor
behind Coalcliff, but crossed that gap easily too, high
enough to not really feel connected with the terrain.
‘All right, this is it, let’s go for it,’ I thought and
pushed the speedbar down not quite all the way, because
the air was quite lumpy. There was another glider ahead
of me, but he turned back. I hardly even looked back; I
was just blasting down the coast as far as I could make
it while the going was good.
I went down past Austinmer, Thirroul, Bulli and
watched the landing options become more and more
sparse. First, I was looking towards the beach, but then
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it was out of glide range. I started looking at sports
fields, then parking lots, then backyards, then house
roofs! “Would it be better to land on a corrugated iron
roof or a tiled roof?” I wondered…
After passing Corrimal, thoughts of landing left my
mind for a while. There was huge lift, but this was a
problem for me because at the top of the lift were thick
orographic clouds. The gap between the clouds and the
top of the cliff was only about 200m. I knew that the
consequence of being pushed into the clouds would be
a horror landing in the thick bush on the plateau, and
at this stage things seemed very serious and the flying
was quite ‘engaging’.
I had big ears on and speedbar down. Still I was going
up like a rocket, straight towards the menacing cloud
above me. I would push out in front of the ridge only
to find that I was now sinking out and the forest and
houses were coming up to meet me. The lift was highly
variable. I was in full adrenaline concentration mode, and
freezing cold to boot, shivering in my harness, holding on
tight and mentally practising throwing my reserve as my
glider bucked as bubbles grabbed my wing.
Approaching Mt Keira I felt joyous. I had spent so
many days over the years walking along her tracks,
exploring and actually climbing the sheer rock faces on
ropes. Now I was going to fly above her, surf the wave of
air above her gentle slopes, but it wasn’t to be.
Crossing from Brokers Nose to Mt Keira did not go
well. My vario started making the boop-boop-boop
sound of the sink alarm that’s so devastating to morale.
I would have turned it off, but I had other things on my

mind. As the cliff of the north face of Mt Keira climbed
above the horizon, I knew I’d have to land soon. I was
flying over Mt Ousely Rd, a freeway surrounded by
rainforest canopy and, lower down, dense suburbia. I
spied a small treeless patch of green grass, no bigger
than a backyard, next to a fruit orchard and seemingly
sloping uphill. I remember thinking, ‘Well I’ll land hard,
but at least I’m less likely to overshoot an uphill slope
and won’t end up in the trees.’ Still, I had to thread the
needle. I was doing S-turns above the freeway, hoping I
wouldn’t cause a pile-up; I could hear the whoosh of the
cars below. I had to lose enough height to land on the
green patch on my final glide and not overshoot into the
gum trees, but I also had to clear some powerlines which
lay between me and the patch. Not too high, not too low.
I knew that my life might depend on it, or at least that I
would likely be badly injured if I got it wrong.
I nailed it. I cleared the powerlines and landed hard on
the uphill slope with a tailwind. I landed in a heap and the
glider shot over my head and landed on its leading edge.
I was shaking with cold, fear and excitement. This had
been the most incredible experience of my life. I snapped
a picture with my camera before packing up, then ran
through the forest to town with ‘Fly like an eagle’ playing
on my phone, happier than I’d ever felt before.

Nick ecstatic after landing

Night view from Bald Hill

Whole flight

Flight simulation at [https://doarama.com/view/3764].
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Go West Young Man
I’m standing in a dusty paddock 15km west of Terramungamine,
NSW. My wing is spread out behind me and my fellow pilots
are ensuring that no rogue foliage is threatening my lines and
the thermal cycle currently passing launch is not going to take
my wing with it.

The long paddock tow strip goes forever.
Photo: Tony Winters

Cloudstreet back to Dubbo, Day 4
Photo: Tony Winters

by John Brassil

I

’m connected to the tow line laid out before me. It’s
been 12 months since I did my tow endorsement and
probably that long since I’ve done a forward launch.
Right now I am cursing that I didn’t practice some
forward launches last time I was at Borah, or Cooks for
that matter. I’m also cursing that I volunteered to be
the tow test dummy on day one of our tow safari in the
western NSW flatlands.
My confidence is being replaced by a little anxiety,
but I tell myself that is a good thing. I mentally rehearse
the forward launch, reminding myself not to hang on the
A-risers too long and try and bring the wing up squarely
while managing the very slight crosswind. Time to go. I
instruct Phil in the tow vehicle to take up the pressure,
resist momentarily – two steps to bring the wing up
and then two more steps and I’m in the air. No time to
relax though.
My tow endorsement was done in fairly benign
conditions with no thermals and nothing has prepared
me for the experience of being towed into a thermal at
midday on a 35ºC day. My vario is screaming, the ride is
active and right at that moment I remind myself that I

Tow Master Phil Mansell –final connection
Photo: Paul Skinner
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am on my very safe Advance Epsilon 7 and my focus is to
stay in the best line behind the tow vehicle.
When Governor Lachlan Macquarie sent Blaxland,
Wentworth and Lawson on their successful 1813
crossing of the Great Dividing Range to discover the
great plains of the interior, it was still 40 years before
Sir George Cayley carried out the first heavier-than-air
controlled and manned glider flight. The juxtaposition of
these two great discoveries is the stuff that excites and
challenges XC paraglider and hang glider pilots.
The hang gliding community has been enjoying the
flatland experience for years. The distances flown from
Forbes and other sites west of the Great Divide are
legendary, even more so recently (Skysailor March/
April 2016). Foot launching paraglider pilots have also
been able to experience the flatlands with flights from
Mt. Borah out past Narrabri. In fact, the 2015 XC Camp
provided a great opportunity for some experienced
pilots to go record distances over the flatlands. Stories
abound of other long flatland paraglider flights north
from Deniliquin after ground tow launch.
However, in my brief XC paragliding experience,
the flatland experience had eluded me so far and so it

was time to make amends. Why not simply start in the
flatlands?
The real catalyst was meeting and flying with Phil
Mansell at the 2016 XC Camp. Phil runs Fly Dubbo and
has developed some great towing technology and the
concept of the towing safari in the area around Dubbo
(six hours drive west of Sydney’s coast). The safari is
just that. Take off, fly as far as you can, camp overnight
where the last retrieve lands and then repeat it all
again the next day. Where you go is in the hands of the
weather and there is no need for the long drive back to
base. To make this all work, Phil has identified dozens
of launch sites in a 100km plus radius of Dubbo. If you
are lucky enough to fly over 200km, then Phil will still
find a straight stretch of outback paddock to launch
the next day.
Paul Skinner, Tony Winters and I went on our fourday tow safari in early April, towards the end of the
2015/16 flying season. Earlier in the season, other
groups had recorded some 200km plus flights, but given
the time of the year, our expectations were a little more
modest. Phil explained that it was best to put together
your own group of five or six like-minded pilots.
We enjoyed flying across an area of 12000km2
of flatlands from Wellington, SE of Dubbo, almost to
Quambone, about 155km NW of Dubbo. We flew on all
four days, although the second day wouldn’t let us get
away. Launch was generally around midday. Days were
blue except for the last when we had a Homer Simpson
sky and a moderate northerly from 1pm, pushing us from
NE of Gulargambone back toward Dubbo. Base varied
from 1600m to 2200m. Paul and Tony clocked up some
great distances of 70 to 130km during the four days. My
efforts were a little more modest, although I did take
the award for the most weak link breaks (in fact, I was
the only one to have a weak link break!). But therein lies
just the start of what makes the tow safari such a great
experience and real pilot development opportunity.
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The active tow was a great learning experience.
Learning how to manage the pendulum from the wing
as well as below the tow bridle attachment could only
happen in thermic conditions. The weak link failure
during endorsement is largely manufactured, so when
you tow into a thermal and your vario screams just
before your weak link goes, it comes as a shock (and
a smack in the face) and all of your training and pitch
control experience quickly comes into play. Hey, what
does it matter? If you don’t hook a thermal at that point,
you simply fly to ground and set up for a re-launch.
Nothing really prepares you for the lack of terrain as
an indicator of possible thermal activity, but you soon
learn to look for signs. Second launch on day one saw me
getting low about 15 minutes after launch. Four dust
devils were going off in a paddock just to the north –
this would normally send warning signals, but I figured
they were just indicators of thermal activity. I wouldn’t
recommend flying near a dust devil, but when you are
100m off the deck, it was an opportunity to go up I
couldn’t resist. I flew toward the centre of the paddock,
keeping a respectful distance from the actual dust devil
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spouts and immediately got lift. The initial ride was a bit
rough, at a modest 3.7m/sec, but eventually smoothed
out and those four dust devils must have coalesced
because I got a great ride to 1500m and was on my way
south enjoying very buoyant conditions up to 1970m.
It wasn’t the only low save made during the four days
and there’s nothing like it for boosting one’s confidence
and getting a few more kilometres. On day three, I was
drifting downwind from launch after a small thermal to
700m. I wasn’t going up nor down, just drifting. Not far
off I saw a white dust plume – a farmer was ploughing
fertiliser into a paddock. Making a beeline for it, I was
soon on my way to 1875m. I wondered why my eyes
were stinging later…
Another indicator of thermal activity I had some
success with was the line of trees on the downwind side
of a ploughed paddock. I learnt to stay away from large
dams, but I found even cows or horses running through
a paddock could often trigger a thermal. There’s not a
lot of traffic on some of the back roads, so they weren’t
reliable triggers, but the ever-present wedgies were a
comfort as were the grass seeds going up around you.

Under the shade of the Coolibah tree, camp #1

Bacon and eggs, camp #3

Photos: Paul Skinner
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Go West Young Man
Of course, when the cumulus clouds started popping,
it was our cue for launching. The ride along the bottom
of the street was thrilling, but unfortunately only short
lived as the days began shutting down around 5pm this
late in the season.
Phil has developed a great system for continuously
monitoring the location of his pilots during retrieve.
He set up my android phone with XC Soar linked with
Skylines and this enabled both he and I to know the

Who’s been to Gulargambone?

Reverse Launch Day 4
Photo: Tony Winters

altitude and location of all the pilots in the air at all
times. It is a great bonus to know where your flying
buddies are when you were last to launch. And having
Phil provide encouragement and local knowledge via
the UHF when you are looking for a low save was helpful
and comforting. Phil also requests that each pilot radio
their distance and bearing from launch about every 30
mins. He then transcribes this to Memory Maps and this
provides him the best road route to your location. He can
tell when you have landed and I never waited more than
15 min for a retrieve. In fact, it is a real bonus flying XC
without applying the IFR rules as it frees up your mind
for finding the next climb.
Before the safari, we all loaded the CTAF of the
numerous airstrips in the region into our VHF radios.
Here was another chance to use a tool for which I had my
endorsement but so far had little reason to use. On day
one I was on glide toward Dubbo airport, which these
days is uncontrolled. Broadcasting my location, altitude
and intention, I was surprised to hear from two inbound
commercial flights from Sydney and a helicopter on
approach from the north. I think the commercial pilots
were surprised to know that there was a paraglider

at 6500ft, 5 Nm south of Dubbo airfield, but after
satisfying each other that I was going to be clear of their
approaches everyone including myself was OK. I did
see both of them land prior to leaving the vicinity. The
next day I found myself within the vicinity of Narromine
airfield and could hear broadcasts from the sailplane
tow pilots. After notifying traffic of my location, altitude
and intention I didn’t hear anymore.
But I think the greatest experience for me was the
chance to visit small regional country towns and the
people and of course landowners where I landed. To say
they lead a completely different lifestyle than I do is an
understatement but every one of them was generous
with their time and hospitality. It’s easy to forget, as
a city dweller, that it is these people who put the food
on our table and many of them, while passionate about
what they do, can do it tough.
I won’t forget the camping at the end of the day.
The last man down has the additional job of scoping
out the next campsite from the air adding yet another
dimension to the flight. No one was disappointed with
the choices made. Phil has a great set up for preparing
the meals at the start and the end of the day. Everyone
pitches in and helps and that first cold beer, around the
campfire kilometres from anywhere (or so it seems)
while absorbing all the para-chat, doesn’t touch the
sides. It doesn’t take long after sunset though, before
your heading into your surprisingly comfortable swag
for para-dreams, knowing that you are going to do it all
again the next day.
Great time, even greater experiences and a great a
great opportunity for my development as a pilot! Would
I do it again? Sure would, and in fact I’m booked for my
second tow safari through Fly Dubbo in mid-November
this year. We thought we would try at the start of the
season and grab some of those 200+ km days in the
flatlands. I’ll still enjoy foot launching but the towing
adds another dimension to my XC flying.

Photo: Tony Winters

February
Commercial Event:
2017 Tasmania Drifter Tour
16 to 24 February 2017

Coastal mountain soaring, dune
gooning and inland XC hang gliding. Limited space, to book go
to [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events].

2017 NSW HG State Titles

Events Calendar

2016
July

Pico Lakeside Fly-in
1 to 3 July

Lake Hume, Albury/Wodonga VIC/NSW border. The Pico
‘Lakeside’ fly-in will be held on the shores of the awesome Lake
Hume just a short way from the twin towns of Albury/Wodonga
on the NSW/VIC border. There are XC flights not just around the
Lake but to towns further away such as Yackandandah. There
are launch sites along the banks of the lake and are all large and
grassed. Camping arrangements will be available at the nearby
Lake Hume Great Aussie Holiday Park with cabins and sites to
pitch your tent or park your caravan. All PPG, PHG & PPC pilots
are welcome. More at [www.thepico.com.au].

September
Pico Milbrulong National
PPG/PHG Fly-in

15 to 18 September

Milbrulong, NSW. The Pico Annual National PPG Fly-in is the
original and biggest PPG fly-in in Australia. It has been running
for 18 years and attracts pilots from all over Australia and
sometimes overseas as well. You can also see all the latest
gear there, from wings to motors to accessories. There is
usually also plenty of spare parts to add to your toolbox if
necessary. The area is outstanding for XC trips from 20km
to over 100km. All PPG, PHG, PPC, WSM & Balloon pilots are
welcome. More at [www.thepico.com.au].

Canungra Paragliding Cup
8 to 15 October

Canungra, QLD. AAA, Cat 2 event. Blow the winter blues away
and fly the famous sites of SE Queensland – Mt Tamborine
and Beechmont. Great weather, great tasks and lots of fun,
stress-free flying. Mentoring scheme for pilots new to comps.
Nightly events and the legendary retrieve service. Also
includes airport pick ups/drop offs from Brisbane airport. It’s
Australia’s favorite comp. Organiser: Dave Gibbs <djgibbs67@
gmail.com>, [www.canungracup.org].

Commercial Event:
2016 SandDrifter Tour
15 to 19 October 2016

The ultimate dune gooning hang
gliding trip to Rainbow Beach and surrounds. Limited space,
to book go to [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events].
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22 to 29 October

The first HG comp of the Australian calendar (AAA pending).
Lock these dates into your diary. HQ this year will be at
the Canungra Hotel. Practice Day: 21 Oct. Entry fee: $290
(plus $30 site fee for two-week membership non-CHGC club
members). Overseas Visiting Pilots membership to be paid
to HGFA while flying in Australia. More details in subsequent
Skysailor editions. Registration, Pilot List and scoring this year
will be through Airtribune. Contact: Tony Giammichele, 0428
100 121 or <tony.g@bigpond.net.au>.

November
2016 Central West Classic
6 to 12 November

Gulgong, NSW Central West. Cat AA aerotow HG comp. Practice
Day: 5 Nov. The Central West Classic is on (in place of WOW
and bringing back the spirt of the Gulgong Classic). This region
offers big air thermals and ideal for getting in some big flights
early in the season. Registration opens 8pm 31 July on the
comp website [www.wow.asn.au] and is limited to 30 pilots.
This is a trike aerotowing comp with the best trike tow pilots
in Eastern Australia. Scorer is Billo. Entry fee: $145, plus $300
cash for tows to be paid on arrival at the Gulgong Aero Park.
To register or for more details go to [www.wow.asn.au]. NHGC
Comp Organiser: Peter Ebeling <petereb50@gmail.com>.

2017
January

Corryong Cup 2017

October

Flat as the eye can see
Photo: Tony Winters

Canungra Hang Gliding Classic

8 to 14 January

Corryong, VIC. This HG comp is recognised as one of the most
enjoyable competitions in the Australian calendar. It’s all
about having fun and learning. The aim of the comp is to foster
the development of XC competition flying skills for all levels
of pilots, in a non-stressful,
friendly environment. Corryong
is a perfect location for low
airtime HG pilots to gain
valuable experience flying in
mountain terrain. The area
offers wide open landing
fields and you are only a few
thermals away from Australia’s
highest peak, Mt Kosciuszko.
Online entry purchase opens
8pm 1 September 2016 at
[www.wow.asn.au]. Entry fee:
$145. Practice Day: 7 Jan. More
details at the Newcastle HG
competition website [www.
wow.asn.au]. NHGC Comp
Organiser: Dustin Hansen
<dustan@optusnet.com.au>.

19 to 25 February

Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. AA grade HG comp, held each February
in Manilla, Australia’s premier mountain launch XC soaring site.
Practice day: 18 Feb. The comp attracts the best of the best
from Australia and around the world, so is the ideal site for up
and coming pilots to learn from those at the top of the game.
It is also the ideal comp for newer pilots wishing to fly big air.
To register or for more details go to [www.wow.asn.au]. Entry
fee: $145. NHGC Comp Organiser: Ward Gunn <wardgunn@
gmail.com>.

Visiting Pilot Pre-paid (Blue)
Membership – Policy Change
The HGFA Committee of Management passed
a motion at its 4/2/2014 meeting that effects
a change in policy regarding ‘Prepaid
Visiting Pilot Membership’ applications.
Motion Passed: That the HGFA remove
Pre-Paid Visiting Membership Applications
– commencing immediately.
Visiting Pilot Membership Applications
are available as follows:
1. VPM Online Member Services available:
	Go to [www.hgfa.asn.au] and select
or
2.	Hard Copy > Forms are available from
[hgfa.asn.au] website under ‘Forms’ and
complete the following:
•	MEM-02 HGFA Visiting Pilot Membership
Application
•	MEM-07 HGFA Release Assumption of Risk
& Warning – Oct 2012
• Include a scanned copy of current credentials
HGFA Office Manager
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Well-oiled Dalby machines in action
Photo: Tex Bec

Acquiring
Fine Motor Skills
The Pico Club Column [www.thepico.com.au]

#10: PPG Quad Wheelbase
Evolution
An Australian first.
by Mike Forwood

W

e decided on a historical story for this issue
since the current interest in wheelbase PPG
is gaining momentum and it’s good to know
how things were originally developed and, in this case,
how one Australian pilot played a big part.

Once upon a time, in a far off
place called Milbrulong, in
country NSW…

Way back at one of the early Pico Club fly-ins, an old guy
came up to me and asked if he could be taught to fly a
paramotor, “The only problem is, I’m no longer a young
fella, I have a bad back and I can’t run.”

“Sure,” I said. I told him to leave it with me and I’d
call him in a few months with a plan on how he could
learn safely.
As my mate, Paul Borondy, and I drove home from
the 2003 fly-in, we brainstormed all the ideas I’d had:
If someone wants to learn, how could they be taught if
they can’t do all the things required, like lift a paramotor,
carry it on their back, run with it, etc.
It would have to be a wheeled machine, be stable,
have great groundhandling and would need to be the
first ever two-seat trainer which can be flown either
from the front or back seat. It couldn’t be that hard,
since I have built many successful flying machines in the
past, so this was my brief.

Version One

The first quad PPG wheelbase was built and powered
by a M21Y 172cc Corsair engine. It had revolutionary

friction steering, designed by myself. This meant that
on the ground, the steering is firm so as to stop
oversteering, but as the load comes off during launch,
it becomes more responsive – a turning point (pardon
the pun!) for wheeled machines as ground loops were
a common problem with other machines back then,
causing potentially dangerous roll overs.
It had to be able to pack down to make it more
portable, but as it was going to be a two-seat trainer,
the chassis also had to be bomb proof. The use of
fibreglass/carbonfibre removable axles solved this
problem along with a multi-piece cage. The seating had
to be arranged so both the pilot and passenger could
each act as pilot in command with full control of the wing
from either seating position.
The flight angle and balance of the machine was
very important, so I used the fantastic Mac Para tandem
spreaders for the primary connection point between wing
and frame in a low hang point configuration. These spreaders have three hang loop options alongside in-flight
tuning via an adjuster strap – this was important to
maintain the correct flying angle and avoid the dangerous
wheelbarrow effect that has claimed many a prop.
Once the first version was finished and ready for
test flying, I took it straight out to my launch area. I
loaded 100kg of sand bags in it and, to test the frame
strength, I drove it around the paddock trying to bend or
break the frame. It worked a treat, the frame was solid
as a rock, the steering responsive but steady. Only one
thing to do: Take that 100kg of sand for a test flight.
After laying out the wing, I jumped in and hit the starter.
The wing deployed beautifully and I roared down the
paddock. Still slightly underpowered, the ground run
was long, but I was soon in the air and zooming around
the paddock doing perfect touch and goes and landings.
A week later, Paul came down from Dargo and I put
him in the front seat, with me as PIC in the back and
away we went. Same deal, long ground run and skyward
we went, swapping the controls between the two of
us for over an hour before we finally landed. The only
way to test the ease of operation was to have Paul in
the back seat and me in the front as the passenger.
Again, we zoomed into the air for another hour of test
flying. I had proven the first ever four-wheeled (quad)
PPG wheelbase.
Then I was off to the 2004 national Pico Club PPG
fly-in. I flew my quad all weekend, taking countless
passengers, as well as the old guy I’d met the previous
year – who was rapt that I’d done what I said I would: to
take him flying next time we met.
I knew I needed more power and it was at the 2004
fly-in that I met Leon Massa, owner of Compact Radial
Engines in Canada, and he offered me a MZ34 313cc
engine that would give me 32hp, over 10hp more than
the existing Corsair.

The Do’s And Dont’s Of Wheel-based Flight

wanted one for Canada, so I made a version that could be
flatpacked and sent over to him. He added a MZ34 motor
and flew it. Leon also suggested I’d show off my quad at
the biggest fly-in in the USA – the Bob Armond Sun & Fun
fly-in at the Salton Sea flying convention in California. So
another mate, Dale Huggard, and I made the journey to
the US, via Canada, where Dale, Leon and I did a road trip
all the way from Vancouver, down to the 2005 California
Convention.
The quad even made it on to US TV – it was a
direction in design nobody else had taken yet. I took
every man and his dog for a fly for four days straight,
everybody wanted to pay me, but the smiles on their
faces were enough. I took Bob Armond for a fly and
when we landed, he asked me how quickly I could make
100 for him to sell in the US! I didn’t know what to say,
but what I should have said was, “Yes,” and worked out
the details later…
As with many Australian inventions, the Yanks stole
my basic design, including Bob and his company Para
Toys, and had quads for sale within six months, far
superior to the ‘moon buggy’ they’d been selling prior
to this. Several manufacturers at the fly-in even came
over to our camp and literally measured my quad and
sketched and photographed it in front of me – no
guesses what they planned to do!

Dog Days

Since those early days I’ve built many more, sending
them all over the place. The last two machines I made

➲➲ Do take time to layout your wing evenly.
➲➲ Do practice the use of correct amounts of
throttle input to avoid poor deployments.
➲➲ Do use the correct amount of brake control
to avoid over-shooting of the wing.
➲➲ Do have a machine that steers well to avoid
ground loops through over-steering.
➲➲ Do have a wheelbase large enough to give
the greatest amount of stability.
➲➲ Do have a rolling diameter of the wheels that
matches the surface you are launching from.
➲ Don’t assume wheelbase flying is so easy you
cannot bother to learn correct flying skills.
➲ Don’t make the mistake of not allowing
a longer ground run when in long grass.
➲ Don’t run over hot and steaming cow pads,
it splashes all over you and is no fun!
➲ Don’t put up with poor set-up and geometry,
sort it out, it can be very dangerous.
➲ Don’t assume you don’t need head protection
because you have a frame around you.

went even further and are larger, with the great MZ202
626cc twin cylinder motor in them. Simon Wills is a
proud owner, and I have my own to fly.
My early units were affectionately known as the
‘Quad Dog’, a name given to it by a great bloke and
fellow pilot, Russell Diffy, in the early days and it stuck.
The next generation of quads was going to be a mix
of even more things, so it seemed logical to name the
latest machine the ‘Mongrel Dog’ (a mix of everything,
so to speak).
The brief I got from Willsy when he asked me to build
him one was, “Can you make it so I can put a hang glider
on it and fly it as a powered hang glider?” “Sure,” I said.
The last two quads were refined so they can be rigged to
take a hang glider wing,

by swapping the over the paramotor shoulder support
bars to an A-frame rig. This set-up was successfully
flown by Willsy at Mt Beauty several years back.
The birth of the quad was as a two-seat trainer, but
as things turned out, the rules here in Australia never
supported the idea, so even though the quad remains
the best practical training machine, ready to safely
train new pilots in the art of paragliding, it currently
still remains untapped. It could drastically improve
the transition from the ground into the air, provide a
platform for one-on-one in-air flight training, especially
for straight through paramotor training paths.

In Summary

➲➲ First ever Quad wheelbased paramotor designed and
built in Gippsland, Australia – 2004
➲➲ First ever tandem wheeled paramotor flight – Gippsland, 2004.
➲➲ First tandem passenger flights on mass – Pico 2004
➲➲ First quad exported to Canada – 2004
➲➲ First Australian pilots to visit the famous Sun & Fun
fly-in at Salton Sea Lake – 2005
➲➲ Not the first great Australian invention to be ripped
off by the yanks – 2005
The rest is now history, so when people asked about
paramotor four-wheeled flight in Australia and the rest
of the world and its history, it all started with a request
to Australian inventor and pilot, Mike Forwood, in 2003.
That’s the quad history in summary and what a journey
it has been. (Then there’s the three-wheeled portable
flights two years prior, but that’s a whole other story
for another time!)
Most of all, have fun and remember to acknowledge
the past history of not only wheel-based flying, but all
the great work early pilots have put into advancing the
great sport of paramotoring.
See you in the air sometime.

Version Two

I received an engine in the mail about a month after we’d
met, so began to built version two of the quad family.
Now we were cooking with gas, the frame was refined
and even more perfect, the power plant was perfect –
the quad was now a force to be reckoned with.
Now people had seen my invention, everybody
wanted it. I made several using other power plants,
one even had a Fresh Breeze monster engine on it. Leon
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WM/Rotax Maintenance Course

Strathalbyn, SA – 2 and 3 April 2016
by Carole MacNally

T

his was our fourth course at this lively venue and
it certainly won’t be our last (see announcement
at the end of this article). This time we had seven
attendees and two refreshers, both of whom initially
attended our first course held here, at Strathalbyn, in
November 2014.

24
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We originally had a full course booked, but one
person had to pull out at the last minute due to work
commitments. However, we had good weather, making
for a very enjoyable course, albeit a little cooler in the
mornings than we were used to, after flying straight in
from SE Queensland.

Many thanks to the Southern Districts Flying Club
for allowing us to use their rooms as a classroom once
again (These are very well fitted out with a kitchen and
new ceiling fans, as well as male and female toilets).
This is such an easy venue for us, the hangars are only
a short walk away and with a couple of hangars full of
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two-stroke as well as four-stroke trikes, some tandem,
some single-seat, the amphibian Cygnet trike and now
a couple of gyros as well, there is always something to
‘inspect’ for our course attendees here.
This time we had two HGFA attendees and the rest
were RAA weightshift pilots with a range of experience
between them once again.
Samantha offered her two-stroke trike for the
practical tasks and went through setting up her
carburettors and completing a cyclone conrod bearing
check with ease. She has already put her name down to
come back and do a refresher course in the future since
there is a lot of information to take in over the two days.
The practical elements are always enjoyed and were
accomplished by all.
At the end of the course, both the HGFA attendees’
names were forwarded to the HGFA Operations Manager
with a recommendation for the HGFA WM/Rotax
Maintenance Endorsement, so congratulations to Peter
and Mark. They will also be able to conduct Independent
Inspections on HGFA WM once they have been awarded
their endorsement.
The RAA attendees’ names have been forwarded
to Darren, the RAA Technical Manager for their course
attendance to be included on their records. This brings
the RAA attendees total to 98, so far.
It is always a pleasure to meet up with CFIs Larry
and Stewart (and CFI Moose who is based at Lameroo)
as well as other residents from this venue, and we really
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appreciate the time they take out of their very busy
schedules to help us run these courses. Additionally,
these three CFIs are actively recommending the course
to their new students, thus generating further interest.
So far we have had 55% of HGFA registered trike
owners complete the course and we certainly hope to
continue for as long as people wish to learn more about
Weightshift Microlight maintenance.
Safe flying.

Announcement:
We are pleased to announce that Adelaide Airsports and the Southern Districts Flying Club, SA, have agreed
to be our base for future WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses.
We will still be available to travel to any venue willing to host a course wherever there are enough people to cover
our costs.
However, our waiting list will now be for the courses based at Strathalbyn, SA, and will be on a first-come-first-in
basis. As soon as we have sufficient people on the list, we will contact people regarding their availability. If you
are not available for the dates we organise, you will remain on the list for the next course.
Email <kmacnally@bigpond.com> or reply with your name and email address to the waiting list thread on the
HGFA forums.
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News

We walked up the mountain and discovered our own take off. It’s
in the famous ski town of Sankt Moritz, Switzerland. Apparently the
first time a hang glider has flown there for over 15 years!
Photo: Billy Miller-Macleod

Safety Notice

Finsterwalder CLICK-LOCK and T-LOCK buckles

In the past three months, there have been two incidents
involving older PG harnesses equipped with CLICK-LOCK
buckles (HSi10) in the chest strap. The buckles had
opened unintentionally during flight while they were
under load. In one case this happened during a SAT
manoeuver (spreading of the chest strap due to the pilot
resting on the riser), in the other case the reason was
presumably the load applied by the body weight of the
pilot who was hanging only in the leg straps.
Finsterwalder has conducted an investigation and
found the following:
The hooks of the metal tongue can wear out through
frequent diagonal load changes the chest strap is subject
to. This might lead to decreased load capacity and – in the
case of sufficiently high diagonal load transmission – the
buckle might open unintentionally.
As a consequence of this finding, Finsterwalder
has limited the respective buckles’ service time to four
years if they are used in PG chest straps. The harness
manufacturers have already been informed accordingly.
To date, there have been no unintentional openings
of T-LOCK buckles. However, since their mechanism
resembles that of CLICK-LOCK buckles, the problem is
likely to be the same.
26
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The following harnesses are fitted with these types of
chest strap buckles:
Advance
➲➲ PRO 2+, Hsi68 T-LOCK (DHV GS-03-0273-03)
➲➲ IMPRESS, Hsi17 CLICKLOCK
➲➲ IMPRESS 2, Hsi17 CLICKLOCK
➲➲ NCE IMPRESS 2+, Hsi17 CLICKLOCK (EAPR-GZ-7072/08)
➲➲ SUCCESS, Hsi68 T-LOCK
➲➲ SUCCESS 2+, Hsi17 CLICKLOCK (EAPR-GZ-7034/08)
Swing
➲➲ Flight Design FLAIR (GS-03-0272-03)
➲➲ Swing Connect GS-03-0272-03
➲➲ Swing Connect 2 (Version 1 only) GS-03-0334-06
KARPO FLY (older models)
➲➲ CLEVER, MYSTIC, METEOR, ARROW
Finsterwalder calls on all owners of harnesses
equipped with CLICK-LOCKs (HSi10) or T-LOCKs in the
chest strap to determine their buckles’ previous usage
time by checking the routine test date on the sample
inspection label. If the usage time is more than four
years, the harness is not airworthy may no longer
be used for flying. Affected owners should contact
their harness manufacturer. The service time limitation
applies only to CLICK-LOCK and T-LOCK buckles used in
PG chest straps. For applications where only static loads
are involved, the CLICK-LOCK and T-LOCK buckles’ service
life is 10 years.
The following harness manufacturers have used
these buckles in one or more of their models: Advance,
AVA Sport, APCO, Finsterwalder & Charly, KARPO FLY, SKY
Paragliders, SkyTrekking, SOL, Woody Valley as well as
several paramotor harness manufacturers.
Finsterwalder GmbH

New Products

Nova Somnium Harness – Pure Black Line

Nova Somnium has been released in the new classy
Pure Black Line colour. The Somnium offers everything
XC pilots are looking for: comfort, an aerodynamic
seating position with minimal drag and, thanks to Hybrid
Protection, an impressive degree of passive safety.
At only 3.7kg weight (size S), walk-outs or walks
to take-off are made a lot easier. Highlights of the
Somnium are the perfect mix of high level comfort, clean
aerodynamic shape, protection for the back and hips and
a reserve handle that is accessible by both hands.
Pure Black Line colour with black panels and red
seams expresses its purpose – elegance, efficiency and
sportiness. The Pure Black Line is currently available in
M and L for order and delivery. A demo is available from
[www.fly2base.com.au].
Martin Havel, Fly2Base

The Epsilon 8 demonstrates a very successful
combination of pitch and turn behaviour. Steering
demands are answered directly and precisely. It’s
compact and stable canopy invites plenty of confidence
from the beginning. Even in challenging conditions pilots
feel calm and content, able to enjoy the thermals in a
relaxed frame of mind.
Long life is assured by a unique high quality light
structure and the special choice of materials. Upper and
lower surfaces are made of the normal strong European
Porcher cloth. There are unique sliced diagonals inside
the Epsilon 8 wing. This technology, created for the
Omega XAlps, minimises the area of cloth required for
the diagonals, without compromising life or strength.
The Ripstop yarn in each strip is exactly aligned along
the local tension vector: this maintains canopy shape
over a long lifetime although the Epsilon 8 weighs
almost as little as a light wing.
Designed as a three-liner with only one gallery level.
This reduces line metres and drag. Precisely computed
double-3D-shaping provides a super-smooth surface in
the critical nose area and supports the correct shape
of the real-life profile. Modern ‘Air Scoop Technology’ at
the leading edge now applies, combined with the typical
Advance semi-circular intakes this feature results
in a significantly lower separation point with clearly
progressive brake loading. Brake travel is 15 % longer
than the Epsilon 7 value, so passive safety is enhanced.
The glider is up to 2kg lighter than others in its
class and according to XCMag, comes with the best
rucksack on the market. Four new colour schemes
with optional full custom colours. Four sizes (23, 25,
27, 29) cover pilots all up weights from 55 to 130kg
with good overlaps so everyone can find a size to suit.
Extended weight ranges (+15kg) still with the regular
EN-B certification allow pilots to fly more dynamically in
stronger winds and learn acro manoeuvres with safety.
Like all Advance gliders, each size has size matched
risers and brake handles, making it easier for pilots of
all sizes to ground handle and do big ears.
The Epsilon 8 is ideally suited to pilots from confident
ex-school, moving up from a EN-A, weekend pilots who
desire the latest in the category to those stepping down
from ‘nervous’ high end EN-Bs or Cs wanting greater
passive safety without compromising performance.
Easiness 2 – Light weight reversible harness
This Easiness 2 light reversible harness
with no seatboard is an entirely new
design with many special features and
a final cohesive finish. A range of two
sizes will suit every individual, wider
shoulder straps and longer leg
pads ensure more comfort and
a removable airbag with built-in

New from Advance

Epsilon 8 EN-B – Precision, performance and safety
Advance of Switzerland have released the eagerly
awaited Epsilon 8 after two years of development,
dozens of prototypes and multiple consumer field tests.
Certified as a regular EN-B in all sizes, the new glider
is safe and easy to fly and not a ‘too hot to handle’ high
end EN-B, despite its top end performance. As always,
the design is entirely new, not just a re-work or de-tune.
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Easiness 2
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Epsilon 8

reserve compartment guarantees maximum safety. The
rucksack mode is not just ultra-comfortable to carry,
but serves as a genuine mountain backpack, fitted with
removable waist strap, helmet net, pole and ice axe holders.
The customary Advance 3-D methods used in harness
development and long leg pads enable the no-seatboard
Easiness 2 to support the pilot’s body perfectly in
flight, as comfortabe as a good traditional harness. The
wide, padded shoulder straps provide plenty of hold
and security. The light reversible harness also leaves
nothing to be desired when acting as a rucksack with
its ergonomically shaped back support; the adjustable
shoulder straps spread the load on the shoulders.
This is a multi-functional harness for many activities
– hike & fly, travelling, bivouac or leisure: a modular
system invites the pilot to decide on his intended
use and the weight s/he wishes to carry – ultralight
package, comfort package and security package.
The Easiness 2 is available in S/M and L and suits
pilots from 155 to 202cm in height. The rucksack of
either 49 or 57 litres volume easily has room for a
normal wing. So Easiness 2 is perfect for hike & flyers or
bivouackers and suits those leisure pilots and travellers
who prefer to get around with a smaller rucksack.
For more information and test flights contact the
importer on 02 6785 6545 or <godfrey@flymanilla.
com>, [www.advance.ch].
Godfrey Wenness, Manilla Paragliding

Sup’Air Strike – Ultra light mountain pod harness

From the industry leader in ultra light hike ’n’ fly and
Vol Biv PG equipment comes the Strike. The harness
weighs 1.46kg without back protection, seat board and
removable pocket (possible to fly without all three) and
only 2.02kg fully kitted up. The optional 250g Bumpair
ultra light, enables a complete harness at a weight of
1710g without the mini-seat plate, and 1840g with it.
The structural design of the split-leg harness with
a removable mini-seat plate brings clean and precise
steering with a feel very close to the super popular
Delight2. The Strike handles turbulence comfortably.
During take off, running is made easy, the transition
to sitting inside the Speedbag is simple. In flight, the
adjustments and geometry of the harness can be easily
adjusted to suit each pilot. A seated reclined posture
provides excellent body support.
Important safety factor is a 14cm Bumpair certified
LTF and split-leg auto-stable design (ABS type). The
Strike has an ingenious and super light safety system
where the right leg must step through the closed right
leg strap: it is a permanently closed safety system!
For info, please contact Paragliding Queensland
<info@pgqld.com.au>.
Phil Hystek, Paragliding
Queensland

Gin Sprint 3 – Classic intermediate, re-engineered

If you’re a leisure, club or XC pilot, the Sprint 3’s carefully
calibrated blend of handling, comfort, stability and
performance will ensure you get the very best out of
your flying. Designed to hit the sweet spot for a majority
of pilots, undemanding and comfortable to fly, yet
sporty enough to be fun. If you’re in the mood to eat up
XC kilometres, you’ll find plenty of performance under
the gas pedal!
The Sprint 3 is well-balanced, confidence inspiring
and stays neutral above the pilot at all times, whether
during take-off or on entering lift, with a natural flying
character that helps you find lift and stay in it. Turning is
direct and lag-free and you’ll have heaps of options during
long transitional glides due to the great speed range. A
semi-light wing, the best of both worlds, with durable
sheathed lower and mid-lines, and 32 to 38g/m2 fabric.
Contact Gin Gliders Australia <info@pgqld.com.au>
to arrange a test flight.
Phil Hystek, Paragliding Queensland
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Fun Times At Thistle Hill

I have wanted to fly at Thistle Hill again for some time, I
had flown there back in 2003 on my Rumour 2, but not since
re-starting hang gliding in November 2013…
by Tim Cooper

Jay launching

T

he five-year break, from 2009 until 2013, was
mostly due to losing all of my equipment in the
Black Saturday bushfires. I was used to inland
hill flying, mostly at Flowerdale before 2009, but not
so much since re-starting – I have been doing more
aerotowing.
On Sunday 17 April the forecast looked quite good
with 20km/h SSE to S winds forecast, so I managed to
convince my good flying friend, Peter, to accompany
me. Peter had recent experience at Thistle, so any
confidence issues due to my lack of familiarity with the
site were allayed by him coming along (I am a cautious
pilot by nature). We had sent out a club circular about
our plans, and at 10:30am on Saturday morning we
found two red-ribbon pilots, Emma and Jay, at the bombout to accompany us. (As a side note, our site guide says
the direction for Thistle is SW – not sure why?)
We drove to the top and the wind was mostly on with
about five wedgies soaring in the breeze. By the time we
had rigged, the wind appeared to be slacking a little, but
thermal cycles were definitely coming through.
First we saw Jay safely off on his Fun 160. Jay was
probably unfortunate not to get off in a good cycle, and

he flew a little far out from the hill to make the best of
any ridge lift so had an extended sleddie to the landing
paddock. This is quite a good glide, with a vertical
distance of 1400ft, so it took a good seven to eight
minutes to get down. Emma was off next on her Malibu,
straight into a good cycle. Emma climbed above TO in
the combined ridge lift and thermic bubbles, having fun
circling with the friendly wedgies, and was flying well.
My turn next, with Pete helping me off in my Shark. I
seemed to have Jay’s luck, with not enough ridge lift to
stay up and not too much in the way of thermic bubbles
large enough to stay in, so off to the LZ for me too. Once
safely down with Jay in the landing paddock, I watched
Emma still having fun in the thermals and Peter gaining
good height in his Combat, so much so that he was now
crossing the big gully to the other shoulder to the east.
“Ah well,” said Jay and I, “that happens – not our turn
today.” Emma landed with Peter shortly after, so it was
a good day, all-in-all.
Wouldn’t you know it, the forecast for next Saturday
looked pretty much the same, so I thought, ‘Let’s have
another go!’ Sending out another club circular on the
Friday got some interest. This time, we had Jay, again,

Ken, Shannon and Joe at the bomb-out. Damn, that made
me the senior pilot!
On reaching the top about 20 minutes later, I was
surprised to see a glider already half rigged – apparently
this was Rob, an eager pilot known to Joe. The wind at
the top was quite fresh and a little off to the SE. Rob was
ready to go quickly, so we saw him safely off and staying
up nicely in the ridge lift – good soaring conditions, I
thought. By this time I knew I would be going last since,
apart from Ken, the other pilots were all low airtime and
would need to be seen off safely. Joe, Ken and Jay all
got off safely, each with varying degrees of success in
staying up. First off Rob seemed to have the best of it.
My turn now, so back to hook up my harness to the
glider. (I am originally from the UK, where it is practice to
rig the glider on the windy hill face into wind, then hook
in after connecting up the nose wires, all of the time
hanging on to the glider). This done, I did a self-certified
hang check, which comprised leaning forward in the
harness whilst looking back to check the carabiner hookup – all okay. All on my own now, off with a nice launch
(I’ve done a few hill launches), a surge of lift – great.
Lean forward into prone… Oh, that didn’t feel quite

right… I felt my right arm being pulled up by something
under my armpit, quite tight. I concentrated on flying
safely out from the hill, then tried to look back to see
what was caught… Damn, the lift was good, maybe I
could cope with this…
My mind quickly changed back to safety mode
after finding I had restricted roll control after an
uncomfortable moment when I was turned back towards
the hill and couldn’t (momentarily) get the response
I expected from the glider. That was it, I had to fly
straight down and land, so headed out.
At about this point I realised that my right arm was
beginning to go slightly numb due to the tourniquet
effect under my right armpit – not good. I also thought,
‘There is always the chute if it gets really bad.’ After
an uncomfortable glide out, as fast as possible to over
the landing paddock, I went into the upright position at
about 600ft for two reasons: Firstly to check that I could
fly in that position for a safe landing and secondly to get
down as fast as possible. As it turned out, it also eased
the pressure on the armpit tourniquet. The descent,
approach and landing were okay, if a little untidy near
the end due to dropping a wing, but I was down, thank
goodness, with no damage.
I found the harness angle of dangle adjustment line
and pulley under my right arm! Would I have been better
off with the harness in the glider before climbing into
it – maybe, maybe not – I could have still put my arm
through the rope when climbing in – the dangers of
self-checking!
Jay was down and de-rigging, Ken and Joe were
already on the way back up for a second go. So after
recovering, Jay and
I went back up too for
another go. This time
we all had better flights,
with nice ridge lift and
thermals. My flight this
time made up for my
earlier experience with
an hour and 20 minutes
in nice air, the view was
fantastic with clear air –
I could clearly see Three
Sisters to the south. In
fact, it was so nice that
I never went below 500ft above TO, even when flying
right out to the landing paddock – the air was very
buoyant, as the barograph of the flight showed.

Gliders on Thistle launch

Jay ready to Go

All in all, the conditions were good, the wind strength
was at a sensible limit for those flying the Funs.
Thistle, I love this place and I’m coming back.

Track log and barograph of my Second Flight – Buoyant Air!

Curious Goat Paragliding Tours

NEW ZEALAND 2017
Join Phil Hystek on an amazing flying
adventure in NZ’s Southern Alps.
Thermalling, XC, HeliPara flights, stunning
high glides and ridge soaring in a social
atmosphere of like-minded pilots.
3 x 9-day tours throughout February 2017
Tours suitable for pilots of all skill levels.
Speedwing pilots catered for.
For details please contact Phil:

<info@pgqld.com.au>

Emma Playing With the Eagles
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Emma launching
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Birchip Flatter Than The Flatlands

Goal!

FTTF 2016 turned out to be a fantastic four days of fun and
great flying over the Easter long weekend. Twenty-eight pilots
turned up, plus their drivers, and the weather really played ball
all weekend, with every day flyable. The emphasis of this comp
is to have fun and encourage everyone to have a go; so tasks
are always simple downwind goal flights, with distances aimed
at being a challenge, yet acheivable on a floater.

Peter Lissenburg
arriving at goal

Previous day winners
in their capes of glory!

by Dave Moore

T

his year we were in a different tow paddock
which only just fitted the seven teams in the
narrow, but very long, N/S paddock – luckily we
had southerlies all weekend.
The forecast was looking really good for Day 1, so a
70km task to the north was set. As it turned out, the
day didn’t prove quite as good as forecast, however,
six pilots made it in. Notably, Emma Martin received the
Gloat award for a her best ever XC and wore the ‘Gloat
Cape’ with pride next morning.
Day 2 did not look as promising, with a front forecast
to come through. After the morning briefing and daily
prizegiving, there was a rush to get to the paddock to
set up, where a 43km task was set. However, the front

Newcomer Emma Martin gets comfortable in her cape
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Nick Wilson on glide

didn’t come to much and it turned out to be a cracker of
a day, with 15 pilots making it in. The Gloat Cape went to
Nick Wilson for making his first ever goal.
Day 3’s forecast was looking good, so another 70km
task was on the cards. It paid to launch early as the
conditions started to deteriorate later, with some high
cloud shutting off the sun. Seven made goal, with the
Gloat Cape going to ‘Kiwi Colin’ for making goal for the
first time.
Finally a shorter task of just under 40km was set for
the final day as most needed to drive back home that
day. Not an easy day, with high cloud cover starting to
shut things down. However, nine made goal with Neale
Halsall blitzing it in and taking the leader’s cape.

Team mascot ‘Lunar’

The guns in goal
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Accident Prevention
– Spring Training

Birchip Flatter Than The Flatlands

As the spring flying season approaches, the Accident Review
Committee wants to make sure each pilots has our latest lessons
learned and the suggested risk mitigation training ideas.
Re-published from USHPA HG & PG magazine, March/April 2016 issue.

Spring Training

‘Interview a pilot’ segment of
the morning briefing underway

The legendary ‘Birchip Goal Beer’ going down a treat

We all met up one last time for a BBQ and prizegiving
at the pub in town. All in all, a fantastic weekend and
heaps of fun.
Special thanks to Scott Rawlings for his energetic
and highly entertaining work as meet head and, of

Overall winner Johannes arrives at goal
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Go the girls!

course, Ian McClelland and the Birchip Cropping Group for
providing such an awesome tow paddock and being so
welcoming to us all. See you next year.

Overall winners
Open
Race
Floater
Steve Ruffles Encouragement Award

Johannes Straub (?)
Colin Mackie
Dan Summers
Emma Martin
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2015 was the deadliest year that our sport (hang
gliding and paragliding) has seen in decades. Ten of our
members died in hang gliding accidents and another ten
died in paragliding accidents. 2016 has already brought
another two hang gliding fatalities.
In pursuit of USHPA’s mission – to ensure the future
of free flight – we provide tools for pilots to assist
them in assessing the dangers involved in the sport, to
help mitigate those dangers to a level of risk deemed
acceptable to the individual pilot. One of those tools
is the information provided by the Accident Reporting
Committee (ARC). Its mission is to help pilots derive
lessons learned from the analyses of accidents that will
help them more accurately assess the risks involved in
their flights and avoid similar fates.
In August 2015, the ARC notified all pilots of the
troubling trend in fatalities during the period from
January 2014 through August 2015. That notice
recommended that pilots consider three factors when
making their personal flying decisions:
1. Personal Risk Management;
2. Complacency; and
3. Encountering turbulence at low altitudes.
Since that notification in August, six more members
have died while flying, which underscores the necessity
of continuing our efforts to learn from these occurrences.
As pilots, we celebrate the fact that, under FAA Part
103, we are relatively free of governmental regulation
of our flying. We enjoy this freedom of flight because,
under the national standard of care established by the
FAA, ‘The operators [of hang gliders and paragliders]
are responsible for assessing the risks involved and
assuring their own personal safety.’ This means that
when we elect to fly a hang or paraglider, each of us is
responsible to assess the dangers involved and each of
us, by law, assumes personal responsibility for his/her
own safety.
The FAA has advised us that the actions of the hang
gliding and paragliding community affect the direction it
will take in implementing future regulations and that the
safety record of ultralight vehicles is the foremost factor
in determining the need for further regulations.
In light of these facts, USHPA encourages and
challenges each and every one of our member pilots
and chapters to consider the following specific ideas on
what each pilot and chapter might do, before the spring
flying season, to decrease the inherent risk of accidents
in our sport. Each suggestion is derived from lessons
learned from our accident reports, most significantly
from the investigation of fatal accidents. Let’s call this
July | August 2016

‘Spring Training’. The intent is similar to the ‘Safety
Stand-Downs’ many professional organisations conduct
following significant accident trends. Please note that
some suggestions are wing-specific, while others are
applicable to all disciplines.

Launching

Each of our flights starts with launching. During this
phase of flight, the goal is to transition from not-flying,
to flying in such a way that control of the wing is
maintained, ensuring a safe transition. This transition
requires adding energy into the flying system. The
methods and skill sets required differ, depending on
the type of launch, and are executed using the muscle
memory we each develop through repetition as we
learned to fly.
After completing that early training and increasing
our experience, we typically try to do one launch a day
and stay up, soaring for as long as possible after that
launch. Over the years (and perhaps decades), these
launches are executed with more advanced equipment
that is typically harder to launch (i.e., heavier and
with higher stall speeds, more complex control input,
harnesses that are harder to run with, etc.). As we repeat
these launches using the muscle memory developed on
our novice equipment, we can deduce why poor launches
are far too common even among our advanced pilots. So
we have devised some Spring Training suggestions:
�� Review Cliff Launch (CL) and Flat Slope Launch (FSL)
techniques. These call for different requirements
and actions on how to add flying energy to the
system to get the wing flying, including:
➲➲ Controlling the angle of attack (AOA) during the
walk, jog and run that builds up airspeed during a
FSL, before attempting to have the wing support the
full weight of the flying system.
➲➲ Maintaining a low AOA after your feet leave the
ground during a CL that allows the airspeed to build

Lisa Bradley demonstrates a hang gliding launch sequence
- sans glider

up to a fast enough flying speed to support the full
wing loading of the pilot when leaving the ground.
�� Conduct discussions on:

Photo: Mike Annear
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➲➲ The importance of wire crew/launch assistant
choices (i.e., experienced pilots) and briefings that
include precisely what communications and actions
are expected.
➲➲ Evaluation of wind, thermal cycle and turbulence
before launching.
➲➲ The fact that it is always okay to back off launch and
re-group, or ‘bag it’, if things don’t feel right. The
mountain will be there tomorrow
�� Build/regain muscle memory of how to add energy
to the system while controlling the wing, by actually
doing it on flat ground in no or light wind (and
more than once!). Video review of this practice is
invaluable, as it is the best way to convey technique
errors to pilots.

Landing

Everything said above about muscle memory, equipment
and complexity on launch applies for landing as well.
As we advance our flying experience, the wings we fly
typically require more/different skills to control on touch
down, and that’s not the only concern: At this stage of
our more advanced development, the landing we make
each day occurs after having spent hours in the air,
perhaps suffering from dehydration and exhaustion and
going into an LZ we don’t know, as happens in XC. Spring
Training ideas here include runing a club landing clinic
that includes:
�� Discussion and video review of proper landing
techniques including:
➲➲ Airspeed control on approach, with emphasis on
maintaining sufficient airspeed for good control,
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through the likely wind gradient and thermal/
mechanical turbulence near the ground, before
bleeding off that airspeed in ground effect to
execute the touch down.
➲➲ Body/harness position transition techniques and
glider control during approach.
➲➲ How to determine whether to run it out or flare the
glider; this depends on the weather conditions (i.e.,
higher wind makes running it out preferable) and LZ
characteristics (i.e., terrain obstacles might require
a strong flare technique).
➲➲ What to do at the last second, if it isn’t going well
(i.e., let go, ball up and let the glider take it).
➲➲ Approach decisionmaking, including where to land
more safely, with regard to obstacles (i.e., cars, tree
lines, spectators).
�� Repeat actual landing practice, using training hill or
tow. Again, video review is the most effective way
to convince pilots that perhaps their technique isn’t
the best and help them accept the critique of their
peers on what can be done to improve. In our sport,
the most effective way to learn or improve is by the
repetition of manoeuvres.

Parachutes

At times our wings can no longer be controlled in flight,
due to the air we are flying in, equipment damage, or
other problems. Although we all fly with parachutes,
some accident analyses reveal that we are either
reticent about, or not proficient in, deploying them. As
our experience and flight time grows, we naturally lose
the edge and the hyper-vigilance we once had. We tend

Brad ‘Patto’ Patfield and Andrew ‘Donut’ Dempsey at
Bombala street take off area coastal in Newcastle
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toward believing this is either ‘not really happening to
me’ or ‘I can handle this’. The reality is that sometimes
we can’t handle it. Be aware that the window in which
the option to save ourselves with a parachute ride is
very narrow. The fact that this window gets narrower
with decreasing altitude above the ground (AGL) should
always be kept in mind. Be proficient and ready to throw
the chute at any time and, if you are low, make that
decision sooner rather than later. Consider:
�� Having a club Annual Parachute Clinic that includes:
➲➲ Repacking chutes
➲➲ Hanging pilots in their harnesses to simulate the
violence and disorientation that likely occurs in a
loss of flight control, and then practice deploying
their parachute, with a goal of less than three
seconds from decision to having it out.
➲➲ Discussions on when to throw and how quickly
that action needs to be accomplished in various
circumstances.

Towing

As a pilot and instructor who has done all sorts of
towing, including designing, building and operating my
own system (with the scars to prove it), please let me
be very clear: towing a wing aloft is not simple. It is a
complex operation that deserves our highest levels of
respect, skepticism, training and continuing education.
Towing can and has been done with very effective risk
management, but each system is different and has its
own unique characteristics of a host of variables that
need to be fully understood and managed properly. One
of the significant variables to be considered is pilot
experience and skill, as this is a determining factor in
the pilot’s ability to correctly respond to the complex
factors in towing and, hence, how the tow should best
be conducted. Suggestions for training and education
include:
�� Refresh yourself on tow force effects on a glider:

Risk Management and Altitude

The analyses of many of our fatalities indicate that some
of the pilots experienced glider control problems that
they could not effectively deal with from a relatively low
altitude before the fatal impacts. Although specifics
of the issues vary among the flights (i.e. tumble/
turbulence, equipment failure) there were decisionmaking opportunities earlier in, or before, the flights for
risk management that might have mitigated or prevented
the accidents. This Spring Training opportunity is best
done in a club seminar where topics might include:
�� Weather analysis and predictions:
➲➲ Wind velocity, direction, and trends for the day.
➲➲ Thermal strength and shear potential (tumble/
collapse risk assessment).
➲➲ Overdevelopment potential.
➲➲ Site-specific scenarios of good places and bad places
to be, given the weather conditions of the day.
�� Site and common XC route analyses:
➲➲ Where and when to go and where and when not
to go.
➲➲ Where and when not to get low.
�� Have your own “Safe Operating Envelope” for the day
(i.e., I won’t go lower than this before I head out to
get more AGL or land).
�� Camera use and its effect on concentration. Be alert
to the danger of distraction and the acceptance of
higher risk for ‘The Shot’.
�� Risk management of the next generation of our
pilots, our students. This important topic should
acknowledge the fact that as we learn, we do not
have the muscle memory or cognitive skills to react
properly in new situations. This requires carefully
considering all aspects of student flights, with
respect to what they have previously demonstrated

and what might be required to do in each of their
progressive flights.

Complacency and Denial

If I had to pick just one factor that was most common
in our accidents/incidents, I would choose complacency.
Complacency occurs when a pilot’s hyper-vigilant,
reflexive stance is replaced with the misguided
confidence that ‘I can handle this’, based on the repetition
of flight circumstances where the pilot did handle it – or
perhaps, ‘got away with it’. Complacency is a companion
to denial, such as ‘This isn’t happening/can’t happen to
me’. Both of these mindsets are understandable in an
aging pilot population who have completed decades of
flying, and perhaps these attitudes are inadvertently
instilled in newer pilots by being around experienced
ones.
Based on the analyses of our recent fatalities,
complacency and denial affects
1. the amount of risk that pilots are willing to accept
in the weather/turbulence/altitude in which they
choose to fly;
2. an accurate assessment of what is required of their
launch technique for the conditions; or
3. the decision to immediately throw a chute when they
lose control of their wing.
The longer we fly, the more likely complacency tends
to erode the margin required to deal with the almost
inevitable circumstance where only decisive, immediate,
and efficiently executed action leads to survival. Before
each and every flight, remind yourself that flying has
inherent risk and ask yourself and your buddies whether
you are satisfied with what you have done to minimize
the risk so this flight will not be your last. The Spring
Training suggestion for this area is to re-read and share
the above thoughts and know that it can indeed happen
to you!
Mitch Shipley, USHPA Accident Reporting Committee
Co-Chair (Hang Gliding)

Accident & Incident Reports

Accident Prevention
– Spring Training

➲➲ Wing loading, climb rates, airspeeds and attitude to
horizon are all continuously affected as a coupled
system during each tow based on the force applied
by the tow rope.
➲➲ Effects of immediate loss/removal of tow forces (i.e.,
weaklink break or throttle off) at various points
during a typical flight, with emphasis on the required
pilot actions to reestablish controllable flight and
land safely.
�� Discuss the topic of bridle types and attachment
points with other experienced pilots and how they
affect a glider in flight (i.e., on-tow trim speed
versus off-tow trim speed).
�� Tow operator actions and expectations:
➲➲ Planning for the ability to see the pilot effectively
during the whole flight.
➲➲ Appropriate regulation of tow forces during each
stage of the flight (i.e., launch, climb, release) as
appropriate for pilot skill level.
➲➲ Failure of tow system scenarios (i.e., failures of the
release, drum/line, weak link, etc.) during each stage
of the flight.
�� Consideration of the creation and use of checklists
for specific equipment and each of the personnel
involved in the tow operation.
�� Procedures to assess and monitor equipment
condition and equipment maintenance.

2016
Accident PG – VIC

Date: 20-02-2016 14:22
Description: Pilot encountered thermic
turbulence on final approach 80m above
trees. Wing partially collapsed and there
was insufficient height for recovery.

Incident PG – NSW

Date: 27-03-2016 16:45
Description: Pilot made changes in
his landing approach due to advice on
changing wind conditions he heard over
the radio. Advice may have been in error
and minor accident/bad landing resulted.

Accident HG – NSW

Date: 11-04-2016 15:30
Description: Pilot made error on launch
allowing wingtip to foul on vegetation.
With wingtip caught on vegetation, hang
glider made an uncommanded turn into
the cliff during launch.

Based on published reports from HGFA
website, Members area.

Human Factors
Air (the environment) -Man (I’m safe) -Ship (the aircraft)
Illness?

I’M SAFE

Do I have an illness or any symptoms of an illness or disorder?

Medication and other drugs?
Have I been taking or mixing prescription, over-the-counter or recreational drugs?
Stress?
Am I under psychological pressure from my job or personal circumstances?
Am I worried about financial matters, health problems or family matters?
Alcohol?
Have I been consuming alcohol within the previous eight hours?
Is my blood alcohol level less than 0.02?
Would my average alcohol consumption be greater than ‘very low risk’?
Fatigue?
Am I tired or inadequately rested?

Eating and Drinking?
Am I adequately nourished and hydrated?

Photo: Peter Beamish
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All clubs please check details in this section carefully

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC
3033, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
Brett Coupland & 0417 644633 <manager.

operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager
Melinda Goullet & 03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.

asn.au> <melinda.goullet@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲ F or information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Matthew Smith <president@hgfa.
asn.au> & 0466 399850.
V-Pres: Rob Woodward <vicepresident@hgfa.
asn.au> <rob.woodward@hgfa.asn.au> & 0400
759105.
Sec: Mark Rossi <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>
<mark.rossi@hgfa.asn.au>.
Trs: Brian Webb <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>
<brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au> & 0417 530972.
Committee Members:
Chris Noye <chris.noye@hgfa.asn.au>
Rick Williams <rick.williams@hgfa.asn.au>
Phillip de la Hunty <phillip.de.la.hunty@hgfa.
asn.au>
Iain Clarke <iain.clarke@hgfa.asn.au> & 0419
892992.
Mark Pike <mark.pike@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.
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States

HGFA

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required
to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association

[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Terri Jewell
<tjewell69@gmail.com> 0411
236715; V-Pres: Geoff Robertson;
Trs: Aimee Nizette <treasurer.
acthpa@gmail.com>; Sec: Kristina
Smith <kdsmith71@gmail.com>
0407 905554; Public Officer: Chop Lamont
0407 771075; Committee: Clancy Pamment,
Dave Hanna. Meetings: 1st Tue/month
7:30pm, except January, Canberra Labor Club,
Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930142
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417
986896 <richardbreyley@iinet.net.au>; Trs:
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf Gittfried <president@nswhpa.org>, 0466 566
288; V-Pres: John Harriott<Vice-President@
nswhpa.org>, 0412 442705; Sec: Michael
Stott <Secretary@nswhpa.org>, 0418 652
774; Trs: John Brassil <treasurer@nswhpa.
org>, 0419 285802; PO/Assist. Trs: Nir
Eshed 0423 422494; Committee: Phillip de la
Hunty (NSW HGFA Rep), Fred Crous, Nils Vesk,
Matthew Te Hira.

North Queensland State Association

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Daniel
Keech 0427 888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.
com>; Sec/Trs: Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608,
Kuranda QLD 4881, 0418 963796 <info@
azurephotography.com>; PG Rep: Brett Collier
0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>, Sec/Trs: Rod Stead 0428
132215 <roderick.stead@rpsgroup.com.au>.

PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA 5000
<sahga.exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Peter Bolton
0401 368736; V-Pres: Stuart McClure 0428
100796; Sec/Trs: Robert Woodward 0408
808436 (SA/NT State Rep); SSO (HG): Helen
0427 656545; SSOs (PG): Adam Stott, Peter
Allen; SO (PG): Steve Savage 0408 889737.
PG Rep: Mark Elston 0428 480820; SSO (PPG):
Adrian Palfrey 0408 341181, M’ship: Dave
Wilson, Sthn sites: Geoff Fisher; Nthn sites:
Peter Bolton; ML: Garry Fimeri (SDFC) 0428
111249, Committee: Paul Kelley.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association

PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [THPA.
org.au]. Pres: Luke Denniss 0400 024147;
V-Pres: Phil Joughin 0434 364813; Sec/Trs:
Mark Harrison 0431 022925.

Victorian HG & PG Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob Van Der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.net>; Sec: Steve
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.net>; Trs: Peter Kemeny 0409 028165
<treasurer@vhpa.org.net>; SO: Matthew
Hall 0418 517407 <safetyofficer@vhpa.
org.net>; Site Dev: Adam Young 0422 383
214 <adam@fibreopt.com.au>; Web: Jan
Bennewitz 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Committee: Romann Kudinoff
0414 971533 <romann@kudinoff.com.au>,
Michael Armstrong, Alister Johnson.

New South Wales

Clubs

Contacts

South Australian HG Association Inc

Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

190 Wyndham St, Alexandria, NSW
2015 [bmhgc.blogspot.com]. Pres:
Julian Andersen 0414 865894
<julian_andersen@hotmail.com>;
Sec: Alex Drew 0423 696677
<revant)1@yahoo>; Trs: Stephen
Moon; SSOs: Allan Bush (HG)
0407 814524 <bethandallen@
bigpond.com>, Che Golus (PG) 0429 432031
<chegolus@gmail.com>. Meetings: Contact
President.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres:
Rod Burke 0401 923923 <president@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; V-Pres/Sec:
Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <vicepresident@
centralcoastskysurfers.com> <secretary@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; Trs: Phillip
Wheen <treasurer@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681
<mediacentralcoastskysurfers.com>, John
Harriott 0412 442705<nationalparksliaison
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya
Ave, Erina.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres: Frank
Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@bigpond.
com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim Causer 0418
433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org.
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, V-Pres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm
ail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc

470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Daniel Rose 0411 897255;
V-Pres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec:
Phil Searle 0418 448645. Site info: SSO David
Wainwright 0429 844961 or SSO Chris Rogers
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 991, Newcastle NSW 2300 [www.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Ward Gunn 0414 356588
<president@nhgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Adriaan
Mulder 0420 359863 <vicepresident@nhgc.
asn.au>; Sec: John Spencer 0432 112175
<secretary@nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Nicola
Bowskill 0406 639298 <treasurer@nhgc.
asn.au>; SO (inland/coastal): Tony Barton
0412 607815; Newsletter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; V-Pres: Gavin Morris 0405
201375; Sec: Andrew Burchell 0403 772563
<andrewburchell1@gmail.com>; Trs: Michael
Johnson 0409 244049; SSO: Bob Lane
0490 349441 <bob.lane55@hotmail.com>.
Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7:30pm, Hexham
Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc

Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Road, Mosman NSW 2088.
Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@
gmail.com>; V-Pres: Michael Lamb 0422
611318 <lamykiwi@gmail.com>; Sec: Gregory
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>. Pres:
Jan Devos 0438 645135 <janpauldevos@
googlemail.com>; V-Pres: Brian Rushton 0427
615950 <byronair@optusnet.com.au>; Sec:
Gavin Hartel <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>; Trs:
James McEwan 0437 368999 <nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; Sites: Col Rushton 0458 120010
<colinrushton@upnet.com.au>; Council
Liaison: Neil Mersham 0408 441742 <neil_
mersham@hotmail.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>;
PR: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jansmith.
cloudnine@gmail.com>. Meetings: Byron Bay
RSL Club, 7pm, 2nd Fri/month.
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NSW Sky Hawks

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew Shipley
<andrewshipley@netspace.net.au> 0407
511451; V-Pres: Brendan Tacey <thetaceys@
gmail.com> 0411 838045; Sec: Jos Weemaes
<jweemaes@yahoo.com> 0488 693788;
Trs: Andrew MacCarthy <natmarks@tpg.net.
au> 0438 062596; Committee: Dave Tymms
<dtymms@hotmail.com> 0409 405290,
Casey Butler <southservicesptyltd@gmail.
com> 0437 026079.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]. Pres: Dave Bateman 0414
845587 <presidentflystanwell@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Peter Garbett 0414 422 171
<garmoore@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Mark
Mitsos 0408 864083 <secretary@fly
stanwell.com>; Trs: John Scicluna 0404 070
702 <jps_64@yahoo.com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos
0408 864083 <SSO@flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au]
<shgc@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard
0424 615419 <kstothar@optusnet.com.
au>; Sec: Peter Garrone 0429 699244 <<
illegible <garrone.peter@gmail.com>; Trs:
John Selby 0414 218391 << illegible <jselby@
pivot.net.au>; SO: Doug Sole <dougsole@
optusnet.com.au>; SSO: Martin Wielecki
<lastradaphoto@hotmail.com>. Meetings:
Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac Pde, Maroubra,
8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.com.au]. Pres: James Mills 0411
078775 <james@jamesmills.com.au>; V-Pres:
Greg Hurst 0417 908496 <greg@sydney
paragliding.com.au>; Sec: Ken Kerr 0407 700
947 <ken@kenkerr.com>; Trs: Bernhard Hurzeler
0414 188339 <hurzeler@icm-consulting.com.
au>; Committee: Doug Hazell, Kristen Rickard,
Guy Mckanna; SSO-PG: David Holmes 0408
366505 <ny_studios@hotmail.com>; SSOPPG: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; SSO-HG: Rohan Taylor 0425
268080 <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. Meeting:
Harbord Bowling Club, Bennett St, Freshwater,
7pm, 1st Tue/month (except January).

Queensland

Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee:
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.
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Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres/SO: Walt Nielsen 0439 072013
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres/SSO HG:
Ken Hill 0418 188655 <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Sec/ Grants Officer: Gregory
Moczynski 0438 253685 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory

Alice Springs Paramotoring & Paragliding Club

PO Box 4402, Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres:
Richard Binstead 0422 956967 <rbinstead@
gmail.com> Sec: Alan Bartlett 0407 105 899.

Victoria

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; V-Pres:
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Phillip Campbell; Trs:
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will
Faulkner. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia

C/O Shayne Towers-Hammond, 3 Waterline
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO:
Shayne Towers-Hammond 0434 544148
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

c/o Johannes Straub, 3/421 Melbourne Rd,
Newport VIC 3015 [www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres:
Dave Moore 0432 152101 <dave.moore04@
googlemail.com>; Sec: Johannes Straub; Trs:
Noel Bear 0425 801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.
asn.au>; SSO: Glenn Bachelor; Committee:
Pete Cass, Neale Halsall & Glenn Bachelor.
Meetings: 2nd Wed/month, The Palace Hotel,
505 City Rd, South Melbourne VIC 3205.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475;
Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe
<wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs:
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc.

PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc.

[http://fly-killarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; V-Pres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Santiago Ayala (acting) 0438 612790
<Santiago.Ayala@yahoo.com>; Sec: Brett
Paull 0450 293199 <brettpaull70@gmail.
com>; Trs: Grant Cassar 0419 798684 <grant_
cassar@yahoo.com>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.

PO Box 2399, Noosa Heads, QLD 4561
[www.sunshinecoastsportsaviators.com.au].
Pres: Paul Green <president@sunshine
coastsportsaviators.com.au> 0412 376719;
V-Pres/SSO (HG) David Cookman 0427 498
573; Sec: Karen Cookman 0407 498573; Trs:
Allan Hutchinson 0422 357833; SSOs (PG):
Jean-Luc Lejaille 0418 754157, Shane Gingell
0417 619167, Jonny Allen 0438 107518.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

[www.wickedwings.com.au]. Pres: Joe
Colfs 0422 587636 <joe_colfs@hotmail.
com>; V-Pres: Brendan McKenzie, 0401
769712 <brendan86@live.com.au>; Trs:
Peter Harding 0427 119314 <peter60@live.
com.au>; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256.
<soyafardell@yahoo.com.au>.

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741. Pres: Wally
Arcidiacono <wally_arcidiacono@hotmail.
com>; Sec: Barb Scott <scott.bj@gmail.com>;
Trs: John Chapman <chappo252@gmail.com>;
SSO: Karl Texler <brightvt@netc.net.au>;
Committee: Bill Brooks <piratebill.brooks@
gmail.com>, Clara Knoche <clara.knoche@
web.de>, Brendan Fraser <brendan@zoho.
com>. Meetings: [nevhgc-members-forum@
googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org].
Pres:
Peter Sapiej <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; V-Pres: David Laird <vp@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au>; Trs: Beny Aycardo <tres
@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Sec: Garrath
Evans <sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;
M’ship: Ab Husseini <mem@skyhighpara
gliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Allesandro Spina
<nov@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Web:
Romman Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; Merch: Javier Rebage <merchrep@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St,
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]
Pres: Tony Batson <president@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; Sec: Ian Rees <secretary
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs:
George Vassis <treasurer@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>. Meetings: 2nd Tues/month,
Manhattern Hotel, Cnr Heatherdale & Canterbury
Rds, Ringwood – 6pm for dinner, 7pm meeting.

Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyersclub@gmail.com>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennett 0412 124264; Trs/SSO: David Longman 08 93859469; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 0428 471806.
Meetings held on site during club fly-ins at York.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au>
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465;
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs:
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs:
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull,
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings:
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.
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Schools & Maintenance

New South Wales

New South Wales

Queensland

Victoria

Queensland

Poliglide Paragliding
Specialising in
Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲	Sales and service of paragliding and motorised
paragliding equipment.
➲	Sport and Exercise Science trained.

Importer of
Swing FreshBreeze motorsCrispi Boots
gliders since 1999
since 2001

Rainbow Paragliding • APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment

APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

since 2001

www.poliglide.com.au

0428 666 843
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Andrew Polidano CFI

We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best,
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 &
instructing for over 10 years.

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer Testing & Repairs

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Professional Paragliding

➲ Comprehensive testing and repairs to
all paragliders
➲ Fully equipped service
and repair agents
for: Advance, Aerodyne,
Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk,
Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing, UP
➲ Full written report
➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲ Parachute repacking
➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
➲ Prompt turnaround

Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412 271 404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Courses

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Introductory & HGFA licence course
Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
SIV courses
Tow courses
XC tandem flights
Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

➲ E stablished since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school
has access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate
in the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and
world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State,
we fly all year round, 60km cross-country flights
have been achieved in winter!
➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your
own pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and
the knowledge.
➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, tradein, maintenance and repairs.
➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854 455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
[www.waparagliding.com]

For supply of all your flying needs and accessories
check out our website:

[www.SEQParagliding.com] or
Email <fly@SEQParagliding.com>
Ph: 0417 619 167

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

<info@canungraskysports.com.au>
Phone: 0457 287 200

+

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Capricorn Sky Sports
Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

Advertising Index – July | August 2016
Paragliding Repair Centre

We offer a number of services:
➲➲ Tandem paragliding experiences
➲➲ 3 day intro to paragliding course
➲➲ Full learn to paraglide course
➲➲ Paragliding refresher course
➲➲ Tow endorsement course
➲➲ Learn to thermal course
➲➲ SIV skills development course
➲➲ Acro training sessions
We only use and sell top quality
high performance equipment.

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>

Reseller of Flytec & Icom

Located only one hour north of Brisbane, SEQ Paragliding
is the most active paragliding school in QLD, spending
more days on site teaching than anyone else. Utilising
both hill and tow launching, with sites both inland and
coastal, gives us the widest range of usable weather
and our student a very well rounded set of flying skills.

CASA – Close Call
Fly2Base Paragliding
Fly2Base - Sale
HGFA Document Map System
HGFA Visiting Pilots Membership
Manilla Paragliding – Ascent
Manilla Paragliding – Axess 3

31
13
19
40
19
7
17

Manilla Paragliding – Flying Accessories
Manilla Paragliding – Iota
Natalie’s Travel Insurance
Ozone – Swift MAX
Paragliding Queensland – Tours
SEQ Paragliding
Warren Windsports – Tours

11
23
17
IFC
29
9
BC

<lisa@extremeair.co.nz>
Phone: 0457 287 200

Photo: Andre Reis
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to private HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue

will be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@
hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 3033. The deadline is the 1st of the month,
one month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission
must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for prospective
buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification). (Note: The above does not apply to commercial operators. Instructors/
Schools/Businesses may place multiple classified entries, but will be charged at commercial advertising rates. Commercial Calendar
events are included under this ruling.)

Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment

Litespeed 4S, only 120 hrs, very nice glider, three bags & all
carbon inside wing, spare DT – $3000. Contact: Rob & 0418
975892.
Moyes LiteSport 5, 2012, extra XC cover & spare DT. Moyes
Malibu 188, Moyes Matrix race (suit person 188cm in height
and 85kg). Contact: Goran & 0404 777100.

Microlights & Equipment

Airborne Edge X 2002, 582 blue head, 216 hrs, Wizard II
wing, Brolga prop, electric start, always hangared, helmets,
intercom, Icom A22 radio, Garmin GPS V, compass, engine
always oil-fogged after flight, Punkinhead base & prop
covers, panniers – $14000. Contact: Dave & 0419 320775
(Melbourne, VIC).

The HG & PG Handbook
for Australian Pilots

A primer for Restricted, Intermediate & Advanced HG and PG
theory exams. Now in an expanded
2nd edition. Up to date with the
2015 HGFA Ops Manual.
[www.tiliquabooks.com.au]

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA
SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

HGFA Document
Map System

XT582 Tundra T2-6208, 230 hrs – $20000. X582 Classic
(Wizard 150 hrs) T2-2884, 500 hrs, full history – $9000.
Aeros Ant Fox16 single-seat T1-6318, 5 hrs – $16000. Aeros
Ant, 20 hrs (sub 70 Fox 16 new wing – $15000) or 95.10
Discus – $15000. Krucker floats suits Airborne X – $1500.
Wizard sail 15 hrs – $1500. Streak 3 wing 700 hrs – $1000.
Three unfinished single-seat proto-trikes from $3000. Wizard
wing spares only $500. Wizard sail 300 hrs $500. 19 hp pull
start paramotor engine and prop $1500. Contact: John Oliver
& 0428 303484.

General Classifieds
Kangook.com

Sydney’s northern beaches
Photo: Simon Braithwaite
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The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ron & 0403 975041.

HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control system
for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and Syllabus,
which will allow all to view and access the
HGFA documentation structure. Due to recent
Entry Control Procedures placed by CASA,
the HGFA Document Map will assist in meeting
compliance obligations.
All current documents are available on
the HGFA website on the ‘Forms’ page.

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’
The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times
by members, HGFA Instructors and
HGFA National Office.
Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012
HGFA Office Manager
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